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OUR VISION

A sustainable agriculture and fisheries sector for food security, health,
prosperity, job creation and resilience.

OUR GOAL

To increase food, nutrition and income security

OUR THEME

Enhancing partnerships to develop and sustain agriculture and fisheries
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OUR VALUES AND PRINCIPLES
 Our Clients
o To serve our clients professionally, diligently, impartially and with
respect.
o To support the primary sector through our traditions and culture.
 Our Organization
o To manage our organization honestly, efficiently and with full
commitment, accountability and transparency.
o To treat our staff equitably, fairly and with respect.
o To take personal responsibility to lead.
o To deliver on our promises in a timely manner.
o To be proactive in promoting positive change.
 Our Resources
o To recognize the fundamental role for provision of sound scientific
advice and quality services for the development and management of the
agriculture (and fisheries) sector.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Annual Report of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF) highlights the importance
of its vision of having a sustainable agriculture and fisheries sector for food security, health,
prosperity, job creation and resilience, as well as its values and principles in improving its services
to stakeholders, local farmers and fishers, development partners and the public.
The report comprises of six sections reflecting the number of the Ministry’s divisions, namely the
Quarantine Division (QD), Crops Division (CD), Animal Production and Health Division (APHD),
Fisheries Division (FD), Policy, Planning and Communications Division (PPCD) and Corporate
Services Division (CSD).
For this Financial Year (FY) ended June 2019 (FY2018-2019), divisional reports are structured
based on the format approved by Cabinet as per FK(17) Faápitoa 13.
The MAF Annual Report documents the work performance achieved by the Ministry’s divisions
during the life of this FY. A brief summary of key activities and achievements are highlighted
below.
1.

QUARANTINE DIVISON (QD)

 The Technical Policy Section recorded 11 completed Import Risk Analysis (IRAs) and Import
Health Standards (IHS) out of 15 applications received for several commodities to be imported
into the country. Three (3) of the applications are still in progress while one (1) application was
declined.
 The regulatory and enforcement section collected the majority of the cost recovery during the
financial year through, several treatments of international garbage discharge, intercepted
materials, fumigation of exported and imported consignments, water blasting, freezing, post
entry and incineration
 The total aircraft arrivals for this year recorded a 48% drop compared to the last financial year.
It was the grounding of the Talofa Airways for maintenance purposes and the postponed
operation of the Tonga Airline due to an earlier cyclone in Tonga which were the main
contributing factors. There was also a 52% decrease in long haul flights recorded for FY1819
when compared to FY1718.
 The numbers of Vessel cleared for the financial year recorded a drop for fishing vessels arrivals
to off-loading their catches for re-shipment to overseas markets. Such a drop resulted from
changes in climatic fishing weather patterns like el nino, la nino etc. according to fisheries
experts. There was an increase however for arrival of Cruise Ships from 4 last year to 17 this
year. This may be attributed to the refurbishment of the Matautu-tai wharf.
 The in-coming consignments for both commercial and private also dropped as well as the Postal
records when compared to last year.
 Eighteen (18) applications of pesticides products and related ones were received during the
financial year. The majority of these products are low toxic household pesticides by six (6)
retailing local companies with few farm pesticides on trial basis. The Pesticide Technical
Committee as per Regulation 2011 has deliberated on all the applications and manage to
approve thirteen (8) products, rejected/decline three (3) due to availability of similar products
and un-able to meet registration criteria with the remaining (7) products still in-progress on its
analysis status.
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2. CROPS DIVISION (CD)
 In the period of August to December 2018, the total number of beetles collected from
pheromone traps in Upolu and Savaii were 2328 and 1196 respectively. It was also noted that
60% of all beetle collected and dissected for virus/mid gut observation in Upolu were infected
with the O.nudivirus
 For the period started with February to June of 2019, the total amount of beetles collected from
pheromone traps around Upolu was 10143, this count included all other life stages of the beetle,
eggs, larve, pupa and adult. There was no dissecting work for the nudivirus presence, as beetles
were reared for virus infection and releases for virus re-introduction to the CRB population.
 A trial was set up to test two new fungicides proposed to be introduced into the country either
to replace or alternate with the existing fungicides for the effective control of Black Leaf Streak
disease (BLS) of Cavendish banana in Sa
 The two new fungicides were Salute and Flint and were asked by the Pesticide Committee to
trial these two products to test their effectiveness and to prepare result of finding with
recommendation to be tabled before the Committee for decision to allow or reject the
importation of these fungicides.
 The result showed that the two fungicides, the Salute and Flint were slightly higher compared to
Tilt, (the existing fungicides). Salute produced up between 8 and 10 leaves, Flint at around 7
and 8 leaves per plant compared to Tilt with 7 to 8 leaves per plant. There were no major
differences between Salute and Flint when compared to Tilt, but the two new fungicides proved
effectiveness in controlling Black Leaf Streak (BLS) as Tilt.
 ACIAR Soil nutrient management Project is on-going, the first harvest of the trial was
completed and there were no major significant differences between treatments, soil samples
were collected and were sent to SROS for nutrient analysis for both Sites that is Falealili and
Nuu
 Conducted a preliminary survey for the Asian citrus psyllid were on Upolu and Savaii and there
was a need to plan and to execute again the survey on both Islands to get solid data on the
spread of the psyllid in Samoa and collect samples for testing the presence of the greening
disease (HLB pathogen) of citrus if it is present in Samoa or not..
 Taro screening program still on-going in search for additional varieties to be tested for export
market quality, still evaluating cycle 8 progenies for market qualities
3. ANIMAL PRODUCTION AND HEALTH DIVISION(APHD)
 The set target of cattle was reduced from 150 to 80 weaned cattle in order to reflect the natural
breeding ability of the existing breeding stock within the 12 months of the financial year. A
total of 112 cattle breeders were distributed to 49 cattle farms; 27 were new beneficiaries and
the remaining 22 were from the previous distribution program, wherein 86% were distributed to
Upolu cattle farmers and the remainder to Savaii cattle farmers. Despite having achieved the
annual target there still remain a high number of applications on the waiting list for the supply
of cattle breeders.
 A total of 164 sheep breeders sourced from the Government sheep breeding farms were
distributed to 38 sheep farms; 16 new and 22 existing sheep farms respectively, wherein 72% of
the total flock were distributed to Upolu sheep farmers and the remainder to Savaii sheep
farmers. Despite having achieved the annual target there still remain a high number of
applications on the waiting list for the supply of sheep breeders.
 One hundred and thirty three (133) breeder chicks sourced from the Government chicken
breeding farm were distributed to 39 chicken farms; 18 new and 21 existing chicken farms
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respectively, wherein 65% were distributed to Upolu chicken farmers and the remainder to
Savaii chicken farmers. This was also the first time to distribute improved chicken breeders to
chicken farmers in Savaii.
The hygienic meat slaughtering program rendered under the Mobile Slaughter Unit (MSU) is a
demand driven activity therefore heavily relies on the demand by farmers to use the service.
Hence the target needs to be reviewed and readjusted to reflect the actual situation.
At the completion of the World Bank funded SACEP on 31 December 2018, APHD has
benefitted from the funding assistance rendered to support several activities including:Masamasa livestock research and development farm at Asau was established in November 2018
with the intention to service Savaii farmers with quality breeding stock. There is anticipation to
expand the farm to include sheep in future.
Sheep project funded by the Australian Centre for International Agriculture Research (ACIAR)
to commence at the end of 2019. It is a four year project that intends to improve the sheep
value chains and production systems.
There is only one qualified Veterinarian employed in the Division and is usually overwhelmed
with so many animal health related duties and in addition to that, Biosecurity responsibilities.
There are still deficiencies in regulatory and animal health infrastructure, capacity and legal
framework in meeting USDA and other international food safety requirements and one of the
effects is the continued disallowance of local meat export to neighbouring American Samoa.

4. FISHERIES DIVISION (FD)
 Four (4) Quarterly articles on fish reserve assessments, inshore market landings, aquaculture,
offshore and advisory activities. 12 monthly analysis of inshore market landings for the
National Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
 Five (5) Draft regulation on review process included Sea cucumber Regulation, Fish Licensing
Regulation, Fish Export Regulation, Samoa National Aquatic Biosecurity Strategy and Trochus
management plan
 The CBFMP empowers local coastal communities to manage and support their fisheries
resources, enabling them to be included in decision-making through their village fisheries
management plan and village-bylaws. The facilitation process to develop a village fisheries
management plan involved all village groups such as the village council, women’s committee,
untitled men and youth in a series of group meetings. A village Fisheries Management
Committee (VFMC) is consisted of representatives from each group to oversee the undertakings
listed in the management plans
 The resource yields from the tuna fishery were collected from various means including daily
catch logs from fishing trips, port sampling and unloading data. These data provided key inputs
to tuna stock assessment models that generated the estimated status of tuna stocks. This helps to
provide advice on tuna fisheries management in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean. The
collection of catch and effort data is one of the obligations for Samoa under the Convention for
the Conservation and Management of Highly Migratory Fish Stocks in the Western and Central
Pacific Ocean reported to the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission (WCPFC) in
the Samoa’s annual report part 1 and annual report part 2 on how the obligations were
implemented in managing tuna fisheries in Samoa.
5. POLICY, PLANNING & COMMUNICATION DIVISION (PPCD)
 The PPCD has conducted market research and analysis to produce Market Information
publications for various agriculture commodities and enterprises.
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 Develop detailed commodity profiles for potential enterprises. These include husbandry and
management practice information.
 Annual update of the Farm Management Manual. This presents gross margin budgets and
analysis of various crops, livestock and fisheries production.
 Achieved. 6 issues of MIS newsletter Beef, Sweet potato, Banana Cavendish, Coconut Local
Tall, Nonu, Tomatoes are disseminated and uploaded on MAF website.
 Despite the limited budget allocated for public awareness for this financial year, the target was
achieved through negotiations with service providers (TV and Radio stations)
 Quarterly monitoring of MAF Key Performance Indicators for all MAF divisions.
 Ongoing activities in the update, collation, analysis and dissemination of agriculture statistics
and information to support policy, planning, trade and communication activities.
6. CORPORATE SERVICES DIVISION (CSD)
 Since the beginning of the financial year a total of 393 (271 males and 122 females) staff
members were employed by the Ministry and subsequently declined at the end of the financial
year the total numbers of employees comprised of 385 (264 males and 121 females)
 In this financial year a total of 111 staff trainings opportunities were held overseas countries as
outline in below figure, and different types of capacity building programs attended by MAF’s
employees
 Given a requirement within the Working Conditions & Entitlement Manual 2015, HR is on the
progress on drafting a policy for Occupational, Safety and Health (OSH) for MAF.
 The IT unit administered and monitored network to provide effective communication across the
Ministry. The use of the Samoa National Broadband Highway (SNBH) network connection was
upgraded to reach the farthest branches (for example Faleolo, Asau offices etc), currently all
linked to the main office at TATTE Sogi and Matautu.
 Networking Support through conducting surveyed, installed, and tested the point to point link
by using NANO station equipment for Samoa China Aid Technical team house at Nuu. Given
the costs and feasibility involved in installing SNBH, nano station equipment and connectivity
provided the network connection (email and internet).
 The Ministry’s remote branches with network connections were all upgraded to fully utilise the
SNBH.
 Total number of Ministry active assets as of the reviewed financial year 2018/19 = 4,814;
valued at total amount of $11,743,624.30 as per the Finance One Full Asset Register.
 MAF had utilised 98% or $17.2m of the approved budget of $17.5m at the end of the reviewed
FY2018/19; 100% utilisation rate of $11.3m for Output provided by the Ministry funds, 90%
utilisation rate of $2.9m for Transactions on Behalf of the State and 100% utilisation rate of
$3.3m for Third Party Output.
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SECTION ONE:

QUARANTINE DIVISION

1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION: To prevent the introduction and spread of unwanted
agricultural pests and diseases, whilst facilitating the import and export of commodities, in
compliance with all existing agreements and international obligations. To regulate and
monitor the importation and use of pesticides.

2.

OVERVIEW
The Quarantine Division findings for this financial year are reported under the following
sections:
1) Technical Policy
2) Regulatory and Enforcement
3) Border Control (Airports)
4) Border Control (Seaports)
5) Public Awareness and,
6) Pesticide Registration.

3.

ACTIVITIES

3.1

TECHNICAL POLICY
The Technical Policy Section recorded 11 completed Import Risk Analysis (IRAs) and
Import Health Standards (IHS) out of 15 applications received for several commodities to
be imported into the country. Three of the applications are still in progress while one
application was declined.
With regards to market access submissions, technical studies have been submitted for three
commodities and are pending approval from New Zealand and Fiji. These include fresh
pineapples to New Zealand and Fiji and Fresh bananas to Fiji.

Table 1: Status of Import Requests and Market Access submissions
Importer
1

2

Ah Liki
Wholesale
(HIRA –NZ)
Huanan Fishery
Ltd (Samoa)

3

CJ Export Ltd

4

Samoa
Agriculture Store
Ltd

5

Bargain
Wholesale

6

Bargain

Commodity

Country
From / To
Poland

Consumption

Approved- (Courtesy of
APHD-Vet)

Japanese
Sardine – Tuna
Bait
Spirulina (Live)
Athrospira
platensis)
Fungus (In2Mix
refills for
In2Care-traps
(Al-Beauveria
bassiana strain
GHA)
Poultry Products

Japan

Fishing bait

Approved – (Courtesy of
Fisheries Division)

New
Zealand

Private use

Declined

New
Zealand

Product
enhancement

IRA not required – safe
product to introduce for
improvement of several
mixture of soil and plant
health

Turkey

Consumption

Approved - (Courtesy of
APHD-Vet)

Yellow Onions

China

Consumption

Approved

Beef
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14

Wholesale
Miranda Manuela
(Private Expert)
Animal
Production &
Health Division
(APHD) – MAF
Apia Deep Sea
Fishing Co. Ltd.
Tupa’i Bruno
Loyale
Junsuke Susuki
(Private Expert)
John Villaba
(Papua New
Guinea Freezers)
Rose de
Clifford/Ken
Newton
Sabrina Percival

15

Various Importers

1

Ah Liki
Wholesale
Ah Liki
Wholesale/MAF
MAF

7
8

9
10
11
12

13

Live pet dog

Canada

Companion

Fish Meal

American
Samoa

Fishing bait

Fish bait

Vanuatu

Fishing bait

Live pet dog (s)

New
Caledonia
Japan

Companion

Meat Sausages

Papua New
Guinea

Consumption

Sheep Seamen

Australia

Stock
Improvement

In Progress

Venison Deer
Meat
Venison Deer
Meat

Australia

Consumption

New
Zealand

Consumption

Approved - (Courtesy of
APHD-Vet)
Approved - (Courtesy of
APHD-Vet)

Live pet cat

Approved (Courtesy of APHDVet)
Approved – (Courtesy of
Fisheries Division)
Approved – (Courtesy of
Fisheries Division)
Approved - (Courtesy of
APHD-Vet)
Approved - (Courtesy of
APHD-Vet)
In Progress

Companion

MARKET ACCESS SUBMISSIONS:
2
3

3.2

Fresh Pineapple
Fresh Pineapple

New
Zealand
Fiji

Fresh Bananas

Fiji

Export
Consumption
Export
Consumption
Export
Consumption

Pending
Pending
Pending

REGULATORY AND ENFORCEMENT
The regulatory and enforcement section collected the majority of the cost recovery during
the financial year through, several treatments of international garbage discharge, intercepted
materials, fumigation of exported and imported consignments, water blasting, freezing, post
entry and incineration. Table 2 below records the findings for the financial year.
On the exports certifications, a notable 1.4 million volume in liters was derived from the
increase of nonu juice being exported during the financial year, with some exports of chili
sauce. The number of sacks also increased when compared to the previous year for frozen
and fresh products including boxes of fresh bananas.
For the imports, an increase in sacks/bags was recorded due to the increase in number of
Cruise ships arriving into the country with international garbage. These wastes were
subjected to fumigation and incineration treatments.

Table 2: Export/Imports Treatment Products
EXPORTS:
Certifications
Container

Commercial
320

Private

Total

3

323

6

Commodity/Description
These certificates mainly for empty
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Certificates
Fumigation
Certifications

containers requiring certification from
cleaning before loading on to vessels.
Certifying certificates for all exported
commodities using fumigation treatment,
products like coconuts, drinking nuts,
other exported vehicles, parts and
engines, furniture, timber, sand and
gravel, personal effects etc.
These certifications are Phytosanitary
certificates, Sanitary certificates and
Zoosanitary certificates for all outgoing
products, particularly fine mats and other
handicrafts.

53

1

54

494

2,841

3,335

356

2

358

83,881

605

84,486

Litres

1,425,570

7

1,425,577

Pallets

707

0

707

Commercial

Private

Total

41

3

44

Scrap metals, empty bottles, used tyres,
construction materials, international
garbage, personal effects etc.

1,193

274

1,467

Imported vehicles, few confiscated
goods such as honey, ornamental plants,
unlabelled food items etc.

6,771

10

6,781

56

2

58

These are mainly garbage collected from
vessels and yachts for incineration
purposes
Break bulk goods, other Assorted goods

Other Certifications

VOLUME:
FCL
Sacks/Bags

IMPORTS:
Certifications
Fumigated &
Released
Other Treatments,
(Incineration, HotWater, Spraying
Water-blasting,
PQO etc.

Taro, brown coconuts, strainers, cocoa
beans, giant taro, yams, handicrafts etc.
Taro, brown coconuts, strainers, cocoa
beans, giant taro, yams, handicrafts etc.
Mainly nonu juice, chilli sauce, honey
etc.
Assorted food items

Commodity/Description

VOLUME
Bags

Full Container Load
(FCL)

3.3

BORDER CONTROL (AIRPORTS)
The total aircraft arrivals for this financial year recorded a 48% drop compared to the last
financial year. It was the grounding of the Talofa Airways for maintenance purposes and the
temporary suspension of the Tonga Airline services due to an earlier cyclone in Tonga
which were the main contributing factors. There was also a 52% decrease in long haul
flights recorded for this financial year when compared to the previous financial year. Table
3 below records the findings for the financial year.
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Table 3: Airport findings
Aircraft Clearance
Small Aircraft
Large Aircraft
Total Pax
CARGO CONSIGNMENTS
Commercial

Live Animals (pets)

Transfer Consignments

Total
Arrivals

Comment

2,279 4,377 was recorded in the previous financial year.
749 1,553 was recorded in the previous financial year.
223,967 A 21% increase from 185,131 arrivals of the
previous financial year.
196  Searched all 175 consignments and found 2
non-compliance. 50 units watermelons for
Paea Tanusia from Tonga were referred for
treatment at the main office in February 2019.
Meat products imported by Taumeasina
Resort c/o DHL were referred to main office
in November 2018. No documents.
6  Faleolo 6: 6,300 units Day Old Chicks from
New Zealand (Ah Liki Investment) in July
2018; 3,120 units Day Old Chicks from New
Zealand (USP) in September 2018; 6,600
units Day Old Chicks from New Zealand (Ah
Liki Investment) in November 2018; 6,600
units Day old chicks imported from NZ (Ah
Liki Co. Ltd.) in February 2019; 6,600 units
Day Old Chicks imported from NZ (Ah Liki
Co. Ltd.) in May 2019; and 33 Cages Day Old
Chicks imported from NZ (Ah Liki Co. Ltd.)
in June 2019.
15  Faleolo 15: 13 pieces cargo from American
Samoa transferred to Fagalii Samoa Airways
cargo operations in October 2018; Meat
products imported by Taumeasina Resort c/o
DHL referred to main office in November
2018 (no documents) and 50 units
watermelons for Paea Tanusia from Tonga
referred for treatment at the main office in
February 2019.
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Private

Live Animals (pets)

Transfer Consignments

222

 Searched all 222 and 107 non-compliance
found. 103 non-compliant consignments
inspected and released at Fagalii, 2
consignments from Fagalii destroyed (Letuu
Lole imported 2 bottles of honey and Faavae
Tonuu imported 2 bottles of honey in July
2018); 2 consignments from Faleolo
destroyed (planting materials and 1 bottle of
honey in September 2018).

13  Faleolo 13: 3 dogs from Australia and 1 dog
from New Zealand in July 2018; 1 female cat
imported from Australia in August 2018; 2
dogs imported from Hawaii in September
2018; 1 female cat imported from Australia in
October 2018; 1 female dog imported from
New Zealand in November 2018; 1 male dog
imported from New Zealand in December
2018; 1 dog imported from Australia in
February 2019; 1 dog imported in March
2019; and 1 male dog imported from New
Zealand in June 2019.
1  Faleolo 1: Cargo from American Samoa
transferred to Fagalii in November 2018.

PASSENGER CLEARANCE
Commercial

Transfer Consignments

Private

21  Searched all 25 and found 5 non-compliance.
2 non-compliant consignments were inspected
and released at Faleolo (live plants from
Hawaii imported by Tipeta Lober in
November 2018 and 5 cartons fresh flowers
imported by Salote Florist from NZ without
phytosanitary certificates in June 2019). There
were also 3 non-compliant consignments
which were transferred to the main office
(plant products imported by Gang Chen in
January 2019 (no documents); 1 bag seeds
from NZ imported by Tavita Moala in March
2019 (no documents) 3 units pesticides
imported by Tauamalie Puni in June 2019.
3  Faleolo 3: Plant products imported by Gang
Chen in January 2019 (no documents)
Consignment transferred to the main office for
final decision.
 1 bag seeds from NZ imported by Tavita
Moala in March 2019(no documents).
Consignment transferred to the main office for
final decision.
 3 units pesticides imported by Tauamalie Puni
in June 2019. Consignment transferred to the
main office for final decision.
4,988  Fagalii 1,604 & Faleolo 3,384.
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 Searched all 4,988 and found 1,517 noncompliance items, 785 of these items were
inspected and released, 13 were inspected,
treated and released, 6 were re-shipped, 712
items were destroyed via incineration and 1
transfer from Fagalii (1 packet of unregistered
mosquito coil imported by Daisy Bayes in July
2018).
Live animal(s)

2  Fagalii 2: 1 dog (Regina Meredith) in August
2018 and in September 2018.

Transit

3  Faleolo 3: 1chilly bin prawns transferred to
Fagalii in July 2018 on transit to American
Samoa; 1 box of fresh flowers from Fiji
transferred to Fagalili on transit to American
Samoa in September 2018; and 1 chilly bag
meat products from NZ transferred to Fagalii in
February 2019 on transit to American Samoa.

X-RAY
Pax X-ray
Total x-rayed items
Non compliance
Inspected & released
Inspected, treated & released
Re-shipped
Destroyed
GARBAGE DISPOSAL
Amnesty Bins
- Bags
- Kgs
Aircrafts
- Bags
- Kgs

3.4

186,967
370,579
3,052
1,891
0
7
1,146

The use of the technology to detect unwanted and
possible risk items is not only relevant to expedite
clearance but also can accurately capture items
that the eye could not detect.

The volume of these items ranges from process
189 foods, fruits, honey etc which were incinerated at
1,078 Faleolo.
3,762
56,430

BORDER CONTROL (SEAPORT)
The number of vessels cleared for this financial year recorded in Table 4 below dropped for
fishing vessel arrivals off-loading their catches for re-shipment to overseas markets. Such a
drop resulted from changes in climatic fishing weather patterns like El Nino, La Nino etc.
according to fisheries experts. There was an increase however for arrival of cruise ships
from 4 in the last financial year to 17 this financial year. This may be attributed to the
refurbishment of the Matautu-tai wharf.
The in-coming consignments for both commercial and private also dropped as well as the
Postal records when compared to the last financial year.
On the compliance outlook, there has been an improvement which is attributed to awareness
programs on radio talks and few promotions on television.
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The majority (or 99%) of the seaport operation activities take place at the Matautu Wharf
despite other ports like the Salelologa and Mulifanua which are still in operation mainly for
domestic activities.
Table 4: Seaport findings
Vessel Clearance
Pago Vessels
Pago Passengers
Tokelau Vessels
Tokelau Passengers

No.
47
2,253
73
1,795

Cargo Vessels
Tankers
Fishing Vessels
Navy Ships
Yachts
Research ship
Cruise Ship
Others

3.5

Commercial
Searched
Non compliance
Inspected, treated
& released

Import Consignment
16,291 Private
7,072 Searched
14 fcl x 20ft Non Compliance
14 fcl x 20ft Inspected & released

151
15 Postal Processing
176 Parcels received
2
62
5
17
12

3511 Parcels inspected

2,504
908
289

1,921

PUBLIC AWARENESS
The Awareness Section delivers, edits, produces and negotiates with all media and
newspaper outlets as well as other divisions of MAF in facilitation of awareness programs
for the division as much as possible and within the resources that it has. This financial year
continue to capture all the opportunities for the delivery of the awareness as recorded in
table 5 below.

Table 5: Awareness Activity findings
Activities

Total
Tally

Comments
Local News item on “ephyto”consultation
in May 2019.
Co-sponsor for the “Wildflower” Filipino
Series package run for 3 months.
“Ainiumalili”program with 2 series one
for Faleolo and one for the “fumigation”
treatment
“Aso o tupulaga Talavou” package,
“Manuia sa lilo” package and
“Christmas Carols” Associate Sponsor
package.
Radio talks took place on: 24/7/18,
25/8/18, 16/10/18, 18/12/18, 15/1/19,
5/2/10, 12/3/19, 9/4/19, and 18/6/19.
29/9/18, 23/11/18, 21/12/18, 8/3/19,
26/4/19, 24/5/19 and 21/6/19.
Monthly released articles that are
circulated on the website to all
stakeholders on all quarantine issues.
MAF facebook has updates in July and
August 2018

1

TV3

1

2

TV1

1

3

EFKS TV

3

4

UPU MANA TV

3

5

RADIO FM

9

6

RADIO 2AP

7

7

E-NEWSLETTER

12

8

QUARANTINE WEBSITE UPDATE

2
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9

NEWSPAPER

2

10

SEMINAR PRESENTATION

9

11

DISPLAYS

6

12

STAKEHOLDERS
CONSULTATIONS

2

13

QUARANTINE EXPORT
ADVISORY COMMITTEE (QEAC)
PESTICIDE TECHNICAL
COMMITTEE (PTC)
STAFF TRAINING/MEETINGS

4

Samoa Observer newspaper also had
articles on 26/10/18 and 22/5/19 on
ephyto
Several seminar presentations delivered
for USP visiting students, Ministry of
Health, Customs Workshop, and Ministry
of Police for new recruits, also PTC and
QEAC Committee on the pesticide
regulation provisions.
Front Office billboard sign, Samoa
Qualification Authority Open Day,
Agriculture Shows for both Upolu and
Savaii.
Pesticide Regulation Training for the PTC
delivered by the Legal Advisor and the
ephyto workshop with all the
industry/stakeholders.
Completed for all 4 quarters.

4

Completed for all 4 quarters.

35

22 Staff meeting conducted for during the
financial year, Seven Overseas meetings
and three local meetings attended by
division staffs. Plus 3 senior staff attended
the Customs Division Leadership Program
which is on-going ending September
2019.

14
15

The results of the financial year recorded an increase in radio talk shows by 33% compared
to other activities for the division awareness program. It has been a challenge with the high
cost of television delivered activities with lower costs associated with radio talks, hence the
option to take the radio talks when the opportunity arises.
The section maintained its resource budget for awareness programs and continues to seek
other opportunity elsewhere apart from the allocated budget.
3.6

PESTICIDE REGISTRATION
There were 18 applications of pesticides products and related ones received during the
financial year (table 6). The majority of these products are low toxic household pesticides
by six retailing local companies with few farm pesticides on trial basis. The Pesticide
Technical Committee as per Regulation 2011 has deliberated on all the applications and
managed to approve products, rejected four due to availability of similar products and
unable to meet registration criteria with the remaining seven products still in-progress on
their analysis status.
The Pesticide Section also managed to issue 62 Commercial Permits during the financial
year including special permits. There were 16 additional re-registrations for a 5 year period
of regular used products already registered before de-registration.

12
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On the compliance side, there were six pesticides products intercepted at Faleolo Airport
with one confiscated from the TRASAM Freight Depot in town. These products are ; Weed
n Kill, Atlas Sprays (Transam), Atlas Sprays (Faleolo Airport), Mosquito coil, Unknown
Insecticide and Slug n Snail bait (Blitzem pellets). Most of these un-registered products
were withheld for disposal via collaboration with MNRE Conservation Unit. Except for the
blitzen pellets which is an already registered product thus the importer paid a noncompliance fee and was released.
The Pesticide Regulation 2011 stipulates that any application that is declined by a decision
of the Pesticide Technical Committee can re-submit its application with additional
information and justification for a review by the committee.

Table 6: No of Pesticides Registered
Company/
Product Name
Applicant

From

Decision/
comment

1.

New Zealand

7 products
approved

Chan Mow Co. Ltd.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

vi.
vii.

2.

Pacific Trade
Industries
Samoa Agriculture
Store Co. Ltd.

4.

Farm Supplies Ltd.

5.

Heng Chen Store,
Vaitele
TelPac Distributors

6.

Total 6

Advion Ant Gel (0.5%
indoxacarb),
Advon Cockroach Gel
(0.6% indoxacarb),
Enforce Coakroach Gel
(0.6% indoxacarb),
Ant-eater ant Gel (0.5%
indoxacarb),
Vendetta Coackroach el
bait (Abamectin
0.5g/kg),
No pest-X-it ant
(bifenthrin),
No Pest Insect
dust/Dust-2-Dust
(Permethrin),

Contrac-All-Weather-blox-ratbait,
Ditrac-All-Weather-Rodent
block, Magtoxin.
Super Mosquito coil

3 products rejected
due to already
available similar
products (blue
print)

China

Approved

Kotek Fungicide (Mancozeb),
Serenade Optimum Fungicide
(Bacillus subtillis)

New Zealand

Application to
exempt - for
research purposes

Glyphosate450, Robust360
Za Herbicide

New Zealand
China

BNC Mosquito Coil

China

In progress
Application to
exempt - for
research purposes
In progress

Hibiscus mosquito coil

Fiji

In progress

18
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4.

CHALLENGES AND CONSTRAINTS

4.1

Challenge:
Quarantine Division needs to work within the allocated resources and achieve results.

4.2

Constraints:
The incursion in American Samoa of Little Fire Ant (LFA) which can arrive onto our shores
if we are not vigilant.
The G-type Coconut Rhinocerous beetle (CRB-G-type) in the Solomon Islands.

14
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SECTION TWO:

CROPS DIVISION

1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION - To undertake research, development and advisory service to
improve crop production for subsistence and commercial producers, processors and
marketers of fruit trees, spices, vegetables, root and tuber crops and plantation crops.

2.

ACTIVITIES

2.1

RESEARCH SECTION

2.1.1 Coconut rhinoceros beetle control
2.1.1a: Sanitation program – status; ongoing program
2.1.1b: Monthly collection of beetles from traps and pheromone – status; ongoing
Table 7: Summary of coconut rhino beetle adult’s collection from lure and traps and dissected
for nudivirus presence – Upolu collection 2018
Number
Total number of
Total number of
Percentage
of traps
beetles collected
beetlescollected/dissected
of virus
Months of
or
and were infected with
infection
collection
locations
the nudivirus
(total)
(villages)
M
F
Total
M
F
Total
August/September
October
November
December
February
March
April
May
June
Total

99
99
99
99

178
514
290
220

195
458
241
232

99

1202

1126

51.6%

48.4%

Percentage of male & female
collected

373
972
527
452
2664*
1422*
1835*
1046*
848*
2328
7815*
10,143

102
269
234
137

106
225
171
173

208
494
405
310

55.7
50.8
76.9
68.6

742

675

1417

60.9

52.4%

47.6%

NB: * = total counts including other life stages of the crb (eggs, larve and adult)
Savaii collection 2018
Number of
traps or
Months of
locations
collection
(villages)
August/September
89
October
89
November
89
December
89
Total
89
Percentage of male & female

Total number of
beetles collected

Total number of
beetles virus
infected

M

M

F

Total
382
341
473
NA
1196
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collected

For the period from August to December 2018, the total number of beetles collected from
pheromone traps in Upolu and Savaii were 2328 and 1196 respectively. It was also noted that 60%
of all beetle collected and dissected for virus/mid gut observation in Upolu were infected with the
O.nudivirus
From February to June of 2019, the total amount of CRB collected from pheromone traps around
Upolu was 10,143, this count included all other life stages of the beetle, eggs, larve, pupa and adult.
There was no dissecting work for the nudivirus presence, as beetles were reared for virus infection
and releases for virus re-introduction to the CRB population.
Field collection of CRB continues and plans are underway to install more pheromone trap around
both islands and two small islets – Manono and Apolima using a new trapping method which has
proven to be very effective in other parts of the region.
2.3.1c: Field release of virus infected beetles – using the imported virus strain from New Zealand
– on-going activity.
Up to date, the rhino beetle team releases around 1,590 total numbers of beetles infected with virus
(see table below)
Table 8: Number of infected beetles released within specified areas.
Month
Location
# beetles released
April
May
June

Tufulele to STEC
(Mulifanua)
Faleula to Aleipata
district
Faleata district

Grand Total

400
1,590
950
240

NB: The virus strain imported from NZ might not be effective as expected due to the fact that these virus
were cultured using a different species of beetle for survival and maintenance, to re-introduce into the
CRB might not as effective or it will take time to adapt to CRB or not effective at all.
Findings from beetle collected from traps and dissected for virus presence proved that the nudivirus is
still present in the country and is effective as it infect 60% of CRB population..
It is advisable to use the locally available strain of O. nudivirus for mass multiplication and to reintroduce into the population for effective bio-control of CRB.

2.1.2

Banana (Cavendish) fungicide trial
This trial was set up to test two new fungicides proposed to be introduced into the country
either to replace or alternate with the existing fungicides for the effective control of Black
Leaf Streak disease (BLS) of Cavendish banana in Samoa.
The two new fungicides were salute and Flint and MAF Crops Division was asked by the
Pesticide Committee to trial these two products to test their effectiveness and to prepare
result of finding with recommendation to be tabled before the Committee for decision to
allow or reject the importation of these fungicides.
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Result of the finding:
The table 9 below includes the dates, villages and number of beetles that are already infected by the
imported virus from New Zealand 2019.
Table 9: Average number of functional leaves (100% free of BLS) counts per banana after 6
applications of fungicides (Jan to April 2019).
Fungicides
Cavendish varieties
Cavendish ẋ
Salute
Flint
Tilt
Asdia

7.56 ± 2.77

7.29 ± 1.16

6.99 ± 1.47

7.29 ±1.80

Williams

8.59 ± 1.54

8.64 ± 1.25

8.17 ± 1.99

8.47 ± 1.59

Fungicides ẋ

8.08 ± 2.15

7.97 ± 1.21

7.58 ± 1.73

The result showed that the two fungicides, the Salute and Flint were slightly higher compared to
Tilt, (the existing fungicides). Salute produced up between 8 and 10 leaves, Flint at around 7 and 8
leaves per plant compared to Tilt with 7 to 8 leaves per plant.
There was no major difference between Salute and Flint when compared to Tilt, but the two new
fungicides proved effective in controlling Black Leaf Streak (BLS) as Tilt.
Recommendation:
i. The two new fungicides were proven effective in controlling BLS compared to Tilt, which is
the currently use fungicide of more than 40 years.
ii. Based on the result, Salute and Flint were very effective in controlling BLS and are
recommended to introduce into the country.
iii. These two additional fungicides (Salute and Flint) were proven safer to use and affordable.
iv. These two fungicides were highly recommended to replace or use alternatively in rotation with
the Tilt to avoid BLS resistance build up.
v. Recommend the CEO of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries to endorse the introduction
of these two fungicides for commercial use.
2.1.2a Field inspection of commercial Cavendish banana for export market.
The Crops Research team periodically (once a month) and routinely inspect Commercial
Banana Grower’s plantations to monitor and assist in fungicide application, sanitation
including removal of bunchy top diseased plant and provide technical support in proper
husbandry management and giving advice to farmers to ensure their plantations are
followed guidelines prepared by MAF to ensure that they comply with the New Zealand
banana export standards.
2.1.2b Banana Genetic Diversity Genebank for Conservation and Utilization.
Up to date, more than 12 different varieties of banana, (both local and exotic) were collected and are
maintained at Nuu. The purpose of this activity is to collect all existing traditional and introduced
varieties to collect for the establishment of a National Banana Genebank for genetic diversity
conservation and utilization.
The collection will contain all of traditional banana and plantain, Cavendish and others for genetic
diversity preservation and for future use in selection for market, nutrition and climate adaptation.
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2.1.3

ACIAR Soil nutrient management Project – SOIL MANAGEMENT IN PACIFIC
ISLANDS: INVESTIGATING NUTRIENT CYCLING AND DEVELOPMENT OF
THE SOILS PORTAL.

Objectives:
(1) To identify the barriers that are preventing the sustainable soil management
(2) To quantify nutrient cycling in island agricultural and taro production systems and undertake
field trials to highlight the importance of budgeting for soil fertility management and
increasing yield.
(3) To identify problems with and subsequently improved current soil sampling, testing and
interpretation protocols and develop soil type specific protocols;
(4) To develop the Pacific Soil Portal to enable sustainable soil management in the farming
systems of the region.
Background:
Soil knowledge is a constraint on the sustainable intensification of agriculture and resilience to
future challenges. Current traditional gardening systems in the Pacific Island Countries and
Territories (PICTs) have become intensified and resulted in the depletion of the soil nutrient
capital. Comprehensive nutrient budgeting is essential for improving farm productivity and
agricultural resilience on volcanic islands and sand atolls. At present, extension officers are unable
to reliably ascertain which nutrients (or other factors such as diseases) are limiting production let
alone recommend optimal nutrient inputs. The lack of access to information on soil types and their
distribution further limits the ability to extend the results from previous research studies or wellunderstood farming systems to other locations across the PICTs. A lack of soil knowledge has been
identified by farmers as a production constraint.
This Soil Nutrient Management project has been started 2 years ago and activities were
implemented last year for each respective countries has their own roles of activities to be played
Tuvalu,Kiribati,Tonga,Fiji and Samoa are the Pacific Island countries are involved in this project
and Samoa will be focusing on Nutrient Management of Soil, as some of the farmers have some
problems with diseases of their crops, especially Taro as our main crop for home consumption and
produce to sell in the market overseas and locally
The Samoa component is still on-going, the first harvest of the trial was completed and there were
no major significant differences recorded between treatments at Falealili site, but there was a
significant differences (5% level) on taro yield between the control compared to mucuna and
erythrina at Nuu site, where fresh corm weight of taro in erythrina and mucuna were 500g and 550g
compared to the control with only 410g, while fresh corm yield of taro at Falealili site were almost
the same across three treatments..
Soil samples were collected and were sent to SROS for nutrient analysis for both Sites ,Falealili
and Nuu
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Table 10: Summary results of yield and biomass measurement of taro plot at Falealili site
Treatment
(Unit)
Erythrina

Taro yield (kg/taro)
0.44a ± 0.23

Taro
circumference(cm)
25.26a ± 4.10

Total biomass
(kg/plant)
0.92a ± 0.62

Harvest Index
(%, w/w)
52.73a ± 15.87

Mucuna

0.40a ± 0.22

25.31a ± 4.04

0.77a ± 0.38

53.90a ± 14.48

Control

0.44a ± 0.20

25.97a ± 4.03

0.86a ± 0.46

52.80a ± 12.46

Table 11: Summary results of yield and biomass measurement at Nuu site
Treatment
(Unit)

Taro yield
(kg/taro)

Taro circumference
(cm)

Total biomass
(kg/plant)

Harvest Index
(%, w/w)

Erythrina

0.50a ± 0.28

25.66a ± 5.56

0.82a ± 0.38

58.34a ± 16.73

Mucuna

0.54a ± 0.20

24.53a,b ± 6.49

0.93a ± 0.32

58.80a ± 13.36

Control

0.41b ± 0.21

22.69b ± 4.53

0.69b ± 0.26

58.87a ± 14.05

2.1.4

The ACIAR HORT/2016/185 Responding to emerging pests and disease threats in the
Pacific islands
This Project began in April 2018 with a Project Advisory Group (PAG) meeting in Fiji. The
aim of the 5-year project is to develop solutions based on IPDM practices to deal with major
pests and diseases, and to use plant health clinics (PHCs) as a means of providing information
to farmers.
It was suggested by the country representatives (Fiji, Samoa, Solomon Islands and Tonga)
that to develop PHCs a regional team was needed to backstop national training capabilities,
and for the team to be supported by a manual that included information on pests and diseases
from the region, methods of training and exercises for trainees to practice newly learned
knowledge and skills.
The manual was outlined, and a first draft written at a workshop in Fiji in August 2018 by the
regional training team and tried out and further refined at workshops in Samoa (October
2018) and Tonga (December 2018). During these workshops a regional team was created and
trained.
A series of national training workshops was then scheduled at a PAG in January 2019 (later
updated at a PAG in May),
Responding to emerging pest and diseases threat to horticulture in the country..
In Samoa, the surveys for the Asian Citrus Psyllid (ACP) have been carried out and found
that the pest is well established around the coastlines of both Upolu and Savai’i but molecular
assays have not found trace of CandidatusLiberibacter asiaticus (the causal agent of citrus
greening disease) in any of the insects collected.

2.1.5 Tissue Culture Lab
The lab is fully operational now with plans to use the Bio-reactor for the mass propagation
of banana and other crops.
2.1.6 Agronomy unit
 Taro screening program still on-going in search for additional varieties to be tested for
export market quality, still evaluating cycle 8 progenies for market qualities
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Sweet potato study on different planting pattern completed and they found out that
horizontal planting of the vine is the best method that yielded more tubers compared to
vertical and slanting methods of planting.
Sweet potato varietal evaluation for weevil borer and leaf miner problems are still on-going.

2.2 DEVELOPMENT SECTION
Table 12 gives the numbers of planting materials and seedlings sold or distributed during the
financial year. The main buyers or recipients were individual farmers, farmer organizations, rural
communities, NGOs and projects implemented by Government Ministries.
Table 12: Number of planting materials and seedlings sold or distributed during the financial
year, 2018-19
Crop Type
Target
Achievements
Comments
2018-19
Avocado

1000

Oranges

1650

Tahitian lime

1500

Lemons

300

Rambutan

600

Vanilla

3000

Black pepper
Turmeric

500
100,000

Vegetables

32,000

Sweet potato

1,200

Coconut

150,000

Cocoa

150,000

Coffee

500

Breadfruit

2000

Taro

50,000

2,650 Distribution achieved by 265%, due to supply of
fruit trees to SCS for the PPCR-Agroforestry
project.
2,044 Sale increased by 124%, as more farmers
interested in orange planting
2,350 Increased by 157% due to donor project supplies
to farmer groups
1,958 Sales increased by 653% as more planting
materials distributed to individual buyers and
farmer groups
5,870 more seedlings distributed to SCS for the
Agroforestry Project distribution
329 Not achieved due to few farmers interested in
vanilla farming
1,412 Sales increased by 282%
1,187 Few farmers interested in purchasing turmeric
planting materials
88,803 Sales of seedlings increased by 278% as more
individual farmers and farmer groups and donor
projects showed interest in vegetable productions
1,632 Sales of planting materials (vine cutting)
increased by 136% as more farmers interested in
sweet potato cultivation
61,747 Not achieved, only 41% of seedlings were
distributed to farmers, villages and to SCS for the
PPCR-Agroforestry Project
217,556 Increased by 145% as more seedlings were
distributed to cover donor projects allocations to
villages and farmer groups
1,039 Sales increased by 208%, showed more farmers
interested in coffee planting
3,483 Target achieved by 174% as more airlayers were
distributed to members of the Farmers Association
and individual buyers
10,314 Only 21% of set target achieved due to low
number of planting materials available for sale
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Xanthosoma

2,200

720 Not achieved (only 33% distributed) due to low
number of planting materials available.

Yam

1,000

Cassava

2,000

Banana (imported
meristem)

5,000

560 Only 56% of the set target achieved as there were
not enough planting materials to supply
commercial growers
4,042 Achieved by 202% as more planting materials
were distributed to interested farmers and
exporters
5,000 All 5000 imported meristems from South Africa
were transferred to Tanumapua Farm in charge
with the local Cavendish variety.

The data shows that for most crop types, the numbers sold or distributed surpassed the performance
targets, and for those that did not reach the targets, it was because either there is not enough
planting materials/seedling or there is lack i=of interest from farmers to grow them.
Root and tuber crops were taro, sweet potato, cassava and xanthosoma. Plantation crops were
coconut, cocoa, coffee, and banana (Cavendish).
Figure 1: Percentage of Crops Distributed by Categories

Figure 1 provides the percentage of crops (planting materials and seedlings) by categories distributed or
sold to the public, individual farmers, farmer groups and other stakeholders. Sales of vegetables made up
42% of total sale; fruit trees, 39%; plantation crops, 14%; root crops, 5% and, spices less than 1%.

Other Activities Development Section involved with
i.
Worked together with the steering committee for the Pacific Games and SCATAP (China
Project) in the distribution of vegetable seeds to farmers registered to be suppliers of fruits
and vegetables for the Pacific Games in Samoa, in July 2019.
ii. Worked together with SCATAP expert team in carrying out trainings and assisting farmers in
vegetables production/management techniques and monitoring of plots as part of MAF
technical support to farmers to ensure that there would be enough quality supply of
vegetables for the Pacific Games.
iii. Assisted Samoa Farmers Association in the establishment of the commercial breadfruit
orchard at Tanumalala.
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iv.

Provide support and work together with the visiting team of experts from the ACIAR regional
hgcocoa project in reviewing the on-going activities on cocoa re-development program in
Samoa.
v.
Provide ongoing support for exporters in the use of the Government Pack house facility for
quality control, handling and preparation of fresh and frozen commodities for export.
vi. Partnership with Serendi Coco Samoa (SCS) in the supplies of planting materials for the
replanting of coconuts using a Dynamic Agroforestry Approach under the PPCR MultiDistrict Sub-Project.
vii. Establishment of a Dynamic Agroforestry Demonstration Plot at Nuu as part of the
collaboration and working together with the Serendi Coco Samoa (SCS) Company.
viii. On-going maintenance of Demonstration Plots and Fruit Trees Genetic Resources plots at
Nuu and Atele.
ix. Work in Partnership with the Samoa Tourism Authority in the establishment of the AgriTourism Park at Atele.
2.2.1 Seedlings and planting materials distribution for the Pacific Games in Samoa, July
2019.
Table 13: Quotation evaluation - Vegetable Production Plan for 2019 Pacific Games.

Species of
vegetables

Blue Bird

Unit $

Fatu Pasefika

1

Baichoy

6.2

1,000

0.75

3,800

2

Chinese
Cabbage

8.4

510

0

0

0

0

3

8.7

210

4.25

210

0

5.7

1,900

2

950

5.5

5

Head
Cabbage
Lettuce
(green)
Lettuce -red
Tomato

8.4

320

4
7.5

950
320

0

0

6
7

Cucumber
Egg plant

8.7
5.7

500
80

4
2.5

320
80

1
2.4

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Long bean
Spring onion

0

0

0.7

19,690

6.2

70

3.8

6.7

7,040

1

Capsicum
Watermelon
Sweet corn
Okra
Pumpkin

Unit $

Q (g)

Ag Store

Unit
$
0.23

4

Q (g)

Farm
Supplies

Comments:
seeds award
to seed
Suppliers
with the
lowest price
per crop

Q (g)
3,800

Unit
$
10

Q (g)

TOTAL

3,800

874

10

510

4,284

BB/Ag Store

0

10

210

892.5

Fatu

1,900

10

950

1,900

Fatu

100

320

3,800
2,400

320
80

1
20

320
80

320
192

Fatu
Fatu-(to be
consider supply
Rising sun
Ag Store
FS

0

0

0.6

19,690

11,814

70

1.48

70

3.333

70

103.6

FS

7,040

2.4

7,040

6

7,040

7,040

Fatu
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15

others
Total
NPK

3.599

700

0

0

4

700

Grand
Total
Amount

33,620.1
2,519.3

BBL

36,139.4

Table 14: Summary of Winning Quotes
Commodity
Winning Quotes
(lowest price
SAT)$
Bakchoy

Company or seed
supplier

874 Farm Supplies

Chinese cabbage

4,284 BlueBird Lumber

Head cabbage

892.5 FatuPasefika

Lettuce (green)

1,900 FatuPasefika

Lettuce (red)

3,800 FatuPasefika

Tomato

2,400 FatuPasefika

Cucumber

320 Agriculture Store

Egg plant

192 Farm Supplies

Long bean

11,814 Agriculture Store

Capsicum

103.6 Farm Supplies

Sweet corn

7,040 FatuPasefika

Total
NPK fertilizer
Grand total

33,620.10
2,519.3 BlueBird Lumber
$36,139.40

Given in Table 13 was the list of vegetables discussed and approved by the Ministry and SCATAP
(China team of experts) to supply for the Pacific Games. Quantity of seeds per vegetable were
calculated based on daily consumption for nineteen (19) days to cater for around 5000 athletes and
officials, seeds supplies for the Pacific games were tendered and there were only four (4) seed
suppliers in the country showed interest and submitted quotations on prices and quantity of seeds
based on guidelines set up by the Committee.
Table 14 showed the summary of winning quotes (lowest price) for each vegetable seeds to be
supplied. The total weight of vegetable seeds calculated were 33.65 kg and 700kg of NPK
fertilizers. The contracts were awarded to four local seed companies and they were Farm Supplies,
Bluebird Lumber, Fatu Pasefika and the Agriculture Store. The total cost of seeds for the Pacific
Games was estimated over thirty six thousand tala (SAT$36,139.40).
The Pacific Community (SPC) offered their support as a donor partner when requested for financial
assistance and they offered their full support to cover for the costs of agricultural supplies (seeds,
pesticides (slug & snail baits) and fertilizers) required by the Ministry for the games. The seeds and
fertilizers were distributed evenly to farmers in both Upolu and Savaii for vegetable supplies for the
Pacific Games. The Government and the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries greatly
acknowledged the support and financial assistance from the Pacific Community (SPC).
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More than 80 farmers registered and showed interest to be part of this special project, they attended
series of meeting with the Ministry Crops Division at Nuu high lighting terms and conditions
required by the Ministry for the games. There were several on-field trainings conducted by the team
of experts from China in vegetable production for all farmers registered for the PG vegetable
supplies. Field inspections were carried out to observe and assess land preparation and the
capability of individual farmers in meeting all requirements set up by the steering committee. This
field visits resulted in the elimination of more than 30 individuals who failed to meet the required
selection criteria set for the Pacific Games vegetable supplies.
Fifty farmers were selected and supplied with seeds, number of field trainings were carried out by
the Chinese team of expert highlighting appropriate agricultural practices and proper management
to ensure good quality harvest and enough supplies for the Pacific Games.
2.2.2

Atele Packhouse for export of fresh and frozen commodities
Table 15: Summary of Samoa fresh taro container inspected and packed at Atele – MAF
Packhouse in the Financial Year 2018-19.

Month

Total fresh
weight

July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
Total

Number of Container pack and exported to:
New
USA
No. of
No. of
Zealand
container
exporter

70,640kg
67,920kg
68,800kg
68,380kg
107,500kg
83,780kg
67,800kg
126,342kg
100,605kg
111,760kg
83,640kg
104,720kg

5
5
6
6
9
7
5
8
7
7
7
8

2
3
0
0
1
0
1
2
1
2
1
1

7
8
6
6
10
7
6
10
8
9
8
9

2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2

106,1887kg

80

14

94

17

Total number of fresh taro (tons) exported in the 2018-19 financial year from Atele Packhouse was
1061.8 tons, a total of 94 containers shipped to New Zealand and USA mainland, where 80
containers of fresh taro were exported to NZ and 14 to USA.
Table 16: Summary of frozen commodities packed and inspected at Atele Packhouse.
Month
No.
Country of export
Frozen commodities (kg)
container NZ
AUS
USA
Taro
Taamu
Ulu
Yam
July
August
September
October
November
December
January

0
3
1
1
2
2
1

0
2
1
1
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
1
2
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
5,655
1,500
1,400
3,975
15,270
4,214

24

0
2,612
2,161.5
525
8,430
0
0

0
5,938
3,070
4,800
2,194
892
5,964

0
93
166.5
225
854
0
0

Fa’i
samoa
0
22
429
750
6,52.5
236
246
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February
March
April
May
June
Total

2
0
2
1

1
0
1
1
1

1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

13,406
0
8,695
3,832
7,258

1,500
0
2,096
45
428

17

10

6

1

65,205

17,7975

2

4,470
0
1,818
2,240
3,130

0
0
258
468
274

564
0
1,772
486
1,78.5

34,516 23,38.5

5,336

Total number of containers of frozen products recorded packed at Atele Packhouse last year (period
ending July 2019) was 17, where 10 were shipped to New Zealand, 6 to Australia and 1 to USA.
Frozen commodities recorded and reported packed at Atele facility for the financial year 2018-19
were 65tons of taro, 177.9 tons of Alocasia (taamu), 34.5 tons of breadfruit, 23.4 tons of Yam and 5
tons of Samoan plaintain.

2.2.3 PPCR-Agroforestry Program for coconut replanting - PILOT PROGRAMME FOR
CLIMATE RESILIENCE ENHANCING THE CLIMATE RESILIENCE OF
COASTAL RESOURCES AND COMMUNITIES PROJECT - DISTRICT LEVEL
SUBPROJECT
Objectives:
To demonstrate the technique and benefits of mixed species replanting on approximately 600 ha on
some 300 farms of at risk land in the Districts and villages eligible for this program.
i.
To build capacity among farmers and agricultural field professionals for designing and
replanting of Samoan farms through a series of trainings by ECOTOP. Initial recipients of
training are some 20 field officers. Once they’ve become trainers they will train, through
hands-on replanting, 2 ha plots on some 300 farms. This will enable farmers to further
expand re-planted areas on their farms and become trainers to other farmers themselves.
ii.
To estimate CO2-sequestration achieved by replanting using various approaches.
iii. To generate conceptual and site-specific “lessons learned” that will help improve the design,
logistics and overall ecological and economic impact of a subsequent nationwide replanting.
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Background:
 The PPCR-ECR CIM Plan consultation undertaken from January – April 2017 which covered
the districts and villages listed all shared the same issue of land degradation, poor soil fertility
seen as the obvious reason for the increase in pest diseases affecting taro plantations and poor
yield of crops. As well as not being able to meet the demand for cocoa and coconut, most of
these cash crops are old and not productive as how they used to be. It was also identified the
need to diversify into Agro-forestry and mixed cropping to include fruit trees and vegetables, so
that there is a sustained source of income all year round instead of relying only on one or two
cash crops. This approach will contribute to improved resilience of farmers in food security and
livelihood even during times of extreme events of natural disaster. It is envisage that taking an
integrated sustainable land management approach will be a long term response by the
government via MAF-CROPs and village communities to adapt to the future projection on
climate change impacts on Samoa.
 Since the 1990s, the Samoan coconut and cocoa industries have lost their global
competitiveness. Exports of copra oil and cocoa have dwindled and so have the purchases of
coconuts, copra and cocoa from farmers. This has stifled two industries with great potential for
rural income generation and employment. It has also led to the deterioration of the coconut and
cocoa tree resources and the quality and resilience of the lands they occupy. The revitalization
of these industries in a planned “sustainable” manner would increase the economic resilience of
rural communities in Savaii and Upolu and the physical resilience of their soils and vegetation
to catastrophic climate events.
 In addition to ongoing efforts by the Samoan Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF),
several market-driven opportunities have emerged to redevelop these resources through public
private partnerships, notably for the export of organic and fair trade (OFT) certified coconut
and cocoa products to growing markets in the US, EU and NZ/AUS.
By the end of this reporting period (June 2019), a total of 442 acres (equivalent to 179ha.) of lands
were planted with coconuts, cocoa, fruit trees and timber trees covering 250 farming families from
42 different villages selected for the PPCR- Multi-district project. This coconut replanting Project
using a Dynamic Agroforestry Farming system approaches targeting 600Ha. ofland.Six (6), 2 in
Savaii and 4 in Upolu, they are Palauli West and Gagaifomauga 111 in Savaii and Aleipata Itupa I
luga; Aleipata I lalo; Lotofaga and Falealili.
The Ministry was responsible for the supplies of coconut, cocoa and fruit trees seedlings to Serendi
Coco Samoa (SCS) as they were contracted to carry out the replanting of crops. The total number
of coconut, cocoa, fruit trees and timber tree seedlings already distributed and planted by families
involved in the Program were: 27426; 40000; 3000 and 1300.
This Project is financially supported by the World Bank and it is expected to be completed by April
next year.
2.2.4

ACIAR Cocoa development Project – ALIGNING GENETIC RESOURCES,
PRODUCTION
AND
POST
HARVEST
SYSTEMS
TO
MARKET
OPPURTUNITIES FOR PACIFIC ISLAND COUNTRIES.

Aim: This project will promote the propagation of identified improved material via cloning and
distribution to producers. The project will work with the current suppliers and buyers of beans to
improve fermentation and drying techniques.
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Objectives:
i.
To evaluate the opportunities for Pacific cocoa industries to expand or increase the value of
their markets, related to their quality attributes and industry organization.
ii.
To develop and implement market-orientated strategies for exchange and dissemination of
cocoa genetic resources.
iii. To evaluate and deploy methods of intensifying cocoa production systems in response to
market opportunities.
iv. To develop and deploy improved post-harvest handling systems (especially fermentation,
drying and quality controls) to deliver higher quality and better returns to producers.
v.
To understand the project impact on livelihood development.
Achievements:

Establishment of the germplasm conservation block at Nuu

More than 120 varieties collected from Savaii and Upolu were conserved in the gene bank

Grafting trial completed successfully (80% survival rate recorded)

Six (6) most promising clones identified and selected and were label elite lines that have the
potential as superior genes for cocoa improvement and selection for commercial purposes
2.3

ADVISORY SECTION

The Crops Advisory & Extension Services Section has achieved all of the activities that were
planned within the financial year of FY 2018-2019 with additional related activities that has also
been reported.
This report has been divided into different activities in which the staffs were involved during the
implementation. However, some activities were funded by MAF local budget such as Coconut
Rhinoceros Beetle, Stimulus Package etc while most of achievements were funded by collaborating
partners such as China Aid, FAO, and UNDP such as GEF SGP, SMSMCL, and ACIAR SPC like
IPM/ICP project and PPCR etc.
2.3.1 Farmer Groups with New Market Outlets Established
Table 17: Number of farmer groups involved in Market Linkage Program.
Name of Farmer Groups

Village

Markets

Mix Farming Group
Cooperative Society

Faleasiu-uta

Manomia se Fesoasoani Farmer
Group

Samusu

EFKS Sataua Youth

Sataua

Faleasiu Farmer Society

Faleasiu-uta

Cultural Center Youth Organic
Group
Vaovai Atia’e Farmer Group

Falelauniu

Taumeasina Hotel,
Ah Liki,
Fugalei Market, etc.
Lynn Supermarket, Frankie
Supermarket, Fugalei Market, Aga
Resort, Roadside Markets, Farmer
Joe, Lisa Supermarket etc.
Roadside Market,
Vaisala Hotel and
Vaimoana Hotel.
Lynn Supermarket,
Fugalei Market,
Ah Liki Market,
Frankie Supermarket.
Build Roadside Market.

Auala

Vaisala Hotel,
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EFKS Vaoala Youth Group

Vaoala

Taumafai Farmer Group

Magiagi

SWAG – Samoa Women
Association of Growers
Ulutogia Farmer Group

2.3.2

Ulutogia

Vaimoana Hotel.
Mynas Minimart,
Roadside Markets,
Fugalei Market.
Taumeasina Legend Restaurant,
Lynn Supermarket,
Fugalei Market,
Frankie Supermarket.
Sunday Fish Market, Frankie
Supermarket, Fugalei Market, and
Ah Liki etc.
Faofao Beach resort,
Sinalei Beach Resort, Mynas
Supermarket etc.

Project.
UNDP GEF SGP
Project.
UNDP GEF SGP
Project.

UNDP Project.

UNDP PPCR Project
under the CSSP.

Integrated Pest Management Program
Plant Health Clinics Workshop
The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries through the Crops Division hosting a Regional
Training of Trainers course on Plant Health Clinic workshop that was facilitated and
conducted by SPC and regional representatives to further build the capacity of its technical
staffs both advisory and research on Plant Health Clinic approach.
This workshop was carried out on the 1st – 5th October 2018, was held at Nuu Crops
Division Advisory conference room. More than 20 staffs were trained throughout the whole
week.
The main objective of the training was to test the PHC manual that was developed in
Sigatoka, Fiji in August and September 2018 to be used by countries involved in the
Project.
The farmer groups at Samusu was selected to run the first testing of the PHC manual to
further assess the appropriateness and field application and to provide feedback on what to
add or omit to improve its uses in the future. Samoa was the first PIC country identified to
test this manual and will be continued testing in other PIC countries.
We acknowledged SPC and ACIAR for providing financial support and technical
assistance, in supporting workshops and training to further test the manual in Samoa, the
training was attended by participants from Tonga (Emeline and Tevita), Solomon Islands
(Rosemary) and Fiji (Toloi), SPC PHC expert Mr. Mani Mua, consultants Dr. Caroline
Smith, Dr. Grahame Jackson of ACIAR. This regional training was held at Nuu Crops
Division, Advisory Office.

2.3.3

Coconut Rhinoceros Beetle Awareness Workshops
The Crops Advisory Section worked hand in hand with the Entomology Unit of the
Research Section in facilitating and conducting awareness workshops program for village
communities throughout Upolu and Savaii in our effort to better inform the public and rural
communities of the importance of work together in the sanitation programs in our fight to
destroy and eliminate Coconut Rhinoceros Beetle breeding sites to reduce CRB population
and to avoid or lessen the level of damage to coconut trees.
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Several numbers of seminar programs developed and executed by the Advisory section as
part of the CRB Program, which included the monitoring of the use of 100 chainsaws
distributed to villages identified as hot spot areas of CRB infestation. The Ministry
continued working together with villages through the support of sui o nuu or village
mayors in arranging and conducting outreached awareness seminar through power point
presentation and field demonstration of CRB sanitation program. More than forty awareness
programs and seminars were completed in fourteen villages in Upolu and thirty four in
Savaii and were attended by more than 1000 participants.
The media were also invited to record these trainings and carried out interviews and
preparing news items including filming of trainings in villages as part of the awareness
program to be screened for the public viewing on TV and radio news.
These trainings were successfully completed in 11 villages in Upolu and 32 in Savaii, these
villages were: Safaato’a, Falease’ela, Saleapaga & Lepa, Lotofagā & Sataoa, Saoluafata,
Manunu & Solaua, Lotofaga & Sapoe and Salesatele, Salani & Siuniu in Upolu while
Savaii are Faala, Pitonuu Satupaitea, Satufia Satupaitea, Gataivai, Taga, Siutu, Foailuga,
Sagone, Fogasavaii, Vaipua, Samata-i-uta, Samata-i-tai, Fagafau, Falelima, Asau,
Salelologa, Iva, Lalomalava, Fogapoa, Fatausi, Siufaga, Saipipi, Lano, Asaga, Puapua,
Samalaeulu, Saleaula, Manase, Samauga, Fatuvalu and Aopo
We acknowledged the support from Sui o Nuu, farmer groups and all villages who accepted
MAF requests and were actively participated and involved in hosting these programs, also
the Ministry of Women, Community and Social Development and the media community for
supporting this program.
2.3.4 Farmer Trainings on Marketing - Gross Margin Analysis, Agribusiness, Export
Pathways and Marketing Access
There were four Agribusiness Management and Contracted Farming workshops being
carried out for youths under the FAO Youth Employment Project. These trainings were
conducted at different project sites in Upolu and Savaii including Salelologa and Asau
Stations in Savaii, Salua i Manono-tai and the FAO Headquarters office at Matautu-tai.
Similar programs for youths were also funded by UNDP GEF SGP supporting other
Agribusiness Management trainings which were held in Sataua, Asau and Fogatuli in
Savaii. All these trainings were attended by more than 150 participants mostly youth.
2.3.5 Training Workshops for Stakeholders on Farming Practices and Technologies
Ten trainings were also conducted by the advisory team as part of the collaboration with the
Samoa China Project (SCATAP) within this financial year. These trainings were on
vegetable productions and fruit trees husbandry.
Table 18: Trainings and Workshops with Rural Communities
Type of Trainings

Farmer Training on
Vegetables Production
Technology and Key
hole Garden
Two In Field Training
on Dynamic
Agroforestry Farming
System

Communities

Participants

Samamea EFKS
Church Community

15

Upolu East
Region

Community

Apolima-tai village
community and
Salua Manono-tai
village community

30

Upolu West
Region

FAO SIDS
Climate Change
Project
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Farmer Training on
Vegetable Production
Technology
Five trainings
conducted on
management practices
of vegetables in terms
of production
techniques and pests
and diseases controls

Training on Banana on
how to mix the
fungicide to spray the
Black leaf Streak

Faleapuna Women
Committee

20

Upolu East
Region

Community

Asau Catholic
Youth Group.

15

Savaii East
Region

UNDP GEF SGP
Project

Sataua EFKS
Youth Group.

22

Savaii East
Region

UNDP GEF SGP
Project

Fogatuli village
community.

35

Savaii West
Region

UNDP GEF SGP
Project

Vaoala EFKS
Youth Group

30

Upolu West
Region

UNDP GEF SGP
Project

Fatuvalu village
community
Savaii Banana
Growers

20

Savaii West
Region
Savaii West
Region

UNDP GEF SGP
Project
Local Budget

10

2.3.6

Donor Funded Tunnel and Shade Houses Technologies
There were 100 tunnel and shade houses installed in both Upolu and Savaii under the
SCATAP Program, where eighty six (86) tunnel and shade houses established in Upolu and
twenty nine (29) in Savaii.
Three (3) other tunnel houses were financially supported by the UNDP SMSMCL Project,
with one In Upolu, 1in Savaii and Manono Island

2.3.7

Stimulus Package Program
The Crops Advisory staffs together with the MAF and MoF Audit staff spent around 3
weeks in April/May to carry out field visit to inspect/ monitor and evaluate all farms
registered under the Stimulus Package Program. For this financial year (2018-19), there
were 78 active members remained in Upolu and 42 in Savaii. All 120 farmers with farms
inspected received their payments under the Stimulus Package Program for this financial
year as reward for plots well maintained.
This program is the government initiative to encourage farmers and rural communities in
the replanting of coconut and cocoa.

2.4

UTILITY SECTION

2.4.1 Crops Information Unit
 Two leaflets Both English and Samoan version for pineapple and yam propagation leaflets
completed and distributed for farmer trainings etc.
 Completed 4 pull up banners for the Rhino beetle program and used for trainings and
information displays.
 Assist the development in producing pull up for cocoa grafting technique and a banner on
cocoa characterization, completed and used for displays
 3 Crops Information displays set up for the Ag Show, Oct 2018 (Savaii & Upolu) and USP
Alafua Open Day on August 2018.
 9 Radio FM Talk backs completed
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10 2AP Radio Talk backs completed
2TV2 program on Ainiumalili on Rhino beetle control program and Banana bunchy top
control measures
1 Press Release on newspaper on Rhino beetle biological control (virus & fungicide)
3 Press releases on Rhino beetle community control programs (Safaatoa, Faleaseela and
Aleipata)
1,200 copies of crops leaflets. were distributed during Crops Advisory trainings for farmer
groups, communities, field visits and through individual requests, farmers associations
trainings and during Ag show and school open day.
Apart from this information we also assist all major crops sections and banana association
in making copies for their
minutes, labels and display boards information.
Completed farm Inspection for Savaii registered farms took 3 weeks while Upolu took 4
weeks.
Completed registration for 25 farmers from the CSATAP and 67 individual farmers for the
production of Fruits and Vegetable for the SPG games.
Five field visits from Schools (3 Colleges & 2 Primary Schools) able to visit and observed
new agriculture technologies, and agriculture practices used in Nuu Crops nurseries and
Field Demonstrations.
3 Trainings attended by the Crops Information Staff, 1 Technical local training on a Skyeye
apps, 1 Training on Ag Scam tool or process ( IFAD)
Completed Vegetable Seeds distribution for registered farmers to cater for the supply of
vegetable production for the SPG: March 2019: Capsicum- 8 CSATAP member, 7
Individuals Total with seeds distributed 245 grams, Eggplant- 12 CSATAP member, 15
Individual farmers –Total wt seeds distributed 475 grams, Sweet Corn – 4 CSATAP
member, 13 Non-members Total wt seeds 3700grams, Tomato – 12 CSATAP member,
41 Nonmember –Total wt seeds distributed 256 Pumpkin
SAMOA CHINA AGRICULTURE TECHNICAL AID PROJECT (SCATAP)
The overall upgrading the China-Samoa Demonstration Farm has been mostly finished;
More than 80 model farms have been selected and 120 tunnel/shade houses has been
constructed; Handover Ceremony of Tunnel/Shade Houses has been successfully held on 6th
September, 2018.
Chinese experts have been stationed at Savaii and has been working actively since February
2018;
Agricultural training is provided for 1690 person/times;
The project affiliated goods have been purchased and arrived in Samoa;
The project affiliated civil works have been completed with high standard;
The project has received strong support from pertinent stakeholders;
The local mass medias including Samoa Observer, Newsline, TV1, TV2, TV3 have reported
the project for 30 times. The Chinese national medias including Xinhua News Agency and
CCTV have interviewed the project;
Response to the project from government and public is very positive.

2.5.1 Strengthening the capacity of the China-Samoa Demonstration Farm
The upgrading of China-Samoa Demonstration Farm has been mostly completed. The 4
fundamental functions of the farm namely base of seed production, display of Chinese
agricultural technology, center of agricultural training and platform of agricultural exchange
have being significantly strengthened.
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2.5.2

Base of seeds production is established
Based on the adaptability to local environment and the market demand of the vegetable
varieties, the Chinese experts team has cultivated more than 40 vegetable varieties of 28
species, including watermelon, lettuce, head cabbage, Chinese cabbage, pakchoi, ginger,
long bean, capsicum, cucumber, pumpkin, eggplant, tomato, okra, spring onion, chive,
onions, carrot, turnip, asparagus, kangkong, sweet potato, turmeric, Malabar spinach,
Coriander, white guard, loofah, peanut and sweet corn, etc. Feed crops such as cassava,
maize, soybean are also grown or tested.
Many vegetable varieties are performing well. The watermelon cultivar Xuelong1 and
Daguomigui has achievedof600 kg in weight per tunnel house (6 X 40m) within a period of
65 days. The watermelons are big, sweet, and highly welcomed by consumers. It is
hopefully to substitute the imported watermelon in Samoa.
The largest Citrus Field Gene Bank in Samoa has been established with 220 plants of 14
varieties including mandarin, orange, tangerine, pomelo, lime and lemon. Many varieties
were introduced from China to extend the citrus supply span and substitute import. The
second citrus trial plantation with 6 different varieties has been established at the Crops
Division at Nuu. More than 30 seedlings of mandarin and orange were brought to Savaii as
the third trial site. All the seedlings are grown well. More than 2000 wood stock is produced
for grafting.
Each variety has detail records in word, data and picture. The farm has produced a large
quantity of open pollinated seed to supply the farmers, including peanut, okra, long bean,
Malabar spinach, kangkong, pumpkin.

2.6

Samoa Agriculture Competitiveness Enhancement Project

Outcome: Improved productivity of fruit and vegetable growers.
1. There were 134 MGP fruit and vegetable farmers over the three intakes. These farmers saw
a 53 percent increase in their average yields, exceeding the final goal of 50 percent.
Productivity also increased for targeted subsistence farmers through training and extension
support, as well as improved provision of resources through the Crops Division within
MAF. This led to a 36 percent increase in the average yields for these fruit and vegetable
growers, also exceeding the target of a 30 percent increase.
2. A likely explanation for the increased yields is more crop cycles. Through the MGP Impact
Assessment1, the project found that MGP farmers increased their average annual cropping
cycle2 from 3.2 to 4.7, while non-MGP farmers only increased from 2.1 to 2.2 crop cycles
per annum. This increase may be attributed to improved farming practices, better varieties
and quality of seeds, or increased workload over this time.
3. Contributing to these results was the uptake of improved fruit and vegetable varieties
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appropriate for Samoa’s climate. These were selected by factoring in the anticipated impacts
of climate change, and to support import substitution. Seven vegetables were trialed by the
Crops Division, with six being recommended to farmers. Banana meristems were also
imported from South Africa for production trials as there was limited genetic material
available in Samoa. Using these new planting materials and trials, farmers were able to take
advantage of better crops and training to increase their productivity. One hundred percent of
MGP farmers surveyed had used new fruit or vegetable varieties, compared to only 20
percent of the control group.
4. Training and improved extension support was also a key driver of increased productivity. At
completion, 80 percent of Crops Division staff were actively receiving training to upgrade
their extension effectiveness and/or technical capacity. While there were some irregularities
in the data, the indicator of Crops Division staff received training reached 100 percent
during implementation. This strengthened the support they were able to offer fruit and
vegetable farmers. Several key pieces of machinery were also purchased for the Crops
Division, including a tractor, bobcat (for rock removal) and a disk ripper. These were hired
out to farmers at subsidized prices and have been used consistently since 2017. However,
due to the relatively high distances the machines needed to drive to reach the farms hiring
them, there was premature damage to the tyres and equipment. As the hire fees do not stay
within the Crops Division, there was no budget for servicing and repairing the machines,
which was compounded by the fact that many parts needed to be shipped in, making them
more expensive, and that no trained mechanic was available; at the time of project closure,
two of the machines were no longer operating.
5. Fruit and vegetable farmers were able to participate in workshops and farmer field schools,
where they were taught about pesticides, crop calendarization, improved husbandry
practices and post-harvest handling. Over the life of SACEP, there was a 98 percent increase
in the proportion of targeted livestock and fruit and vegetable farmers who felt they were
receiving satisfactory extension services.
3.

CHALLENGES & CONSTRAINTS
Two old Buildings which accommodated several staff of Research, Development and Utility
are not safety for future use, there is a need for a major repair or build a new office, the
conditions of the two building are deteriorating including bathrooms. These two building
needs urgent attention for the safety of staff who are using it.
Close to 150 staff members of the Crops Division and there are only 8 toilets which is one of
the major challenge we face every day. There is a need to build a stand-alone bathroom, it
should include showers for both men and women especially the pool of field assistants who
work in the field every day,this is a high priority.
Transportation, it is not safety to use double cab pickups for transport to and from Apia
everyday, we urgently need another van which is far safer and secure for transportation, also
this is of high priority.
Servicing, repair and fixing of vehicles and tractors is one of the major challengewe are
facing now, the process is too long and time consuming, some vehicles took almost a year to
fixor undergo major repairing work and this is frustrating.I would like to suggest for the
Crops have its own workshop with a mechanicto be employ to carry out repair and
servicingof the Division or the Ministry fleet.. This is far too cheaper compare to the present
arrangement.
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SECTION THREE:

ANIMAL PRODUCTION AND HEALTH DIVISION

1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION: To undertake research and development, provide advice on
animal health, and meat inspection services. To enable improvements in livestock
production for subsistence and commercial producers, processors and marketers.

2.

ACTIVITIES

2.1

Increased Livestock Productivity
The Government livestock farms that are placed under the watch of the Ministry include:I. cattle and sheep farms at Togitogiga,
II. cattle and sheep farms at Le Mafa,
III. dairy cattle, sheep, chicken and pig farms at Vaea,
IV. sheep farm at Tanumalala and
V. cattle farm at Masamasa

The key roles of these Government livestock farms are to implement breeding programs to produce
superior livestock breeders to be made available for distribution to livestock farmers in order to
facilitate a wider pool of improved genetic material to maintain improved breeding performance of
the national livestock herds.
2.1.1

Cattle Breeding and Distribution Program

Performance Measure Indicator
No. weaner cattle distributed

Budget Standard
Target
80

Achievements

Comments

112

Target achieved

The set target was reduced from 150 to 80 weaned cattle in order to reflect the natural breeding
ability of the existing breeding stock within the 12 months of the financial year. A total of 112
cattle breeders were distributed to 49 cattle farms; 27 were new beneficiaries and the remaining 22
were from the previous distribution program, wherein 86% were distributed to Upolu cattle farmers
and the remainder to Savaii cattle farmers. Despite having achieved the annual target there still
remain a high number of applications on the waiting list for the supply of cattle breeders.
2.1.2

Sheep Breeding and Distribution Program

Performance Measure Indicator
No. breeding sheep distributed

Budget Standard
Target
120

Achievements

Comments

164

Target achieved

A total of 164 sheep breeders sourced from the Government sheep breeding farms were distributed
to 38 sheep farms; 16 new and 22 existing sheep farms respectively, wherein 72% of the total flock
were distributed to Upolu sheep farmers and the remainder to Savaii sheep farmers. Despite having
achieved the annual target there still remain a high number of applications on the waiting list for
the supply of sheep breeders.
2.1.3

Pig Breeding and Distribution Program

Performance Measure Indicator
No. weaner pigs distributed

Budget Standard
Target
50

34

Achievements

Comments

65

Target achieved
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The first farrowing from the original imported pig stock from New Zealand occurred in December
2018 followed by sales of young pig breeders which commenced in February 2019. A total of 64
pig breeders were distributed to 29 pig farms; 15 new and 14 existing pig farms respectively,
wherein 73% were distributed to Upolu pig farmers and the remainder to Savaii pig farmers.
Despite having achieved the annual target there still remain a high number of applications on the
waiting list for the supply of pig breeders.
2.1.4 Chicken Breeding and Distribution Program
Performance Measure Indicator
No. breeding chickens distributed

Budget Standard
Target
50

Achievements

Comments

133

Target achieved

A total of 133 breeder chicks sourced from the Government chicken breeding farm were distributed
to 39 chicken farms; 18 new and 21 existing chicken farms respectively, wherein 65% were
distributed to Upolu chicken farmers and the remainder to Savaii chicken farmers. This was also
the first time to distribute improved chicken breeders to chicken farmers in Savaii.
2.2

Promote Import Substitution and Enhance Food Security
This indicator assesses the extent of the livestock distribution scheme in terms of reaching
new farms and the topping up of previously supplied farms with improved animal genetic
material.
Performance Measure Indicator

No. new cattle farms supplied
No. existing cattle farms supplied
No. cattle farm field inspection
No. new sheep farms supplied
No. existing sheep farms supplied
No. sheep farm field inspections
No. new pig farms supplied with pigs
No. existing pig farms supplied
No. of pig farm field inspections
No. new chicken farms supplied
No. existing chicken farms supplied
No. chicken farm field inspections

Budget Standard
Target
15
15
50
15
12
25
10
10
20
10
10
20

Achievements

Comments

27
22
50
16
22
66
15
14
51
18
21
59

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

All target standards were achieved in response to this key performance indicator.
2.3

Promote Capacity Building In The Livestock Subsector
This indicator assesses the stakeholders’ commitment to actively participate in the
disbursement of the APHD farmers training program whereby key animal production and
technical development information and skills were disseminated and demonstrated.
Performance Measure Indicator

No. farmers attended to training programs
No. sheep multipliers trainings
No. cattle multipliers trainings
Vet assistance
Farmer field days

Budget Standard
Target
800
20
30
400
4
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All target standards were achieved in response to this key performance indicator.
2.4

Ensure Compliance With Livestock Development Policies
This indicator assesses the delivery of the APHD technical assistance towards the upgrading
and improvement of cattle and sheep farm infrastructures thus promoting good farming
practices (GFP).
Performance Measure Indicator

Budget Standard
Target
20
2
10
15

No. stockyards constructed/ repaired
No. stockyard monitoring programs
No. improved pasture demonstration units
No. farmers supplied with improved pasture
materials

Achievements

Comments

20
6
17
39

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

All target standards were achieved in response to this key performance indicator.
2.5

Encourage Farmer Participation in Livestock Farming Activities
This indicator assesses the participatory commitment from livestock farmers in organized
promotional activities set by MAF.
Performance Measure Indicator

No. Ag Show pig category inspections
No. Ag Show cattle category inspections
No. Ag Show sheep category inspections

Budget Standard
Target
120
160
60

Achievements

Comments

138
163
33

160

167

Achieved
Achieved
Partially
achieved
Achieved

No. Ag Show chicken category inspections

Despite having partially achieved the target set for the number of sheep farms registered and
inspected to take part in the 2018 Agriculture Show, by comparison there were more farmers
competing in the 2017 event in all categories. It is thus recommended to review the targets and
adjust to reflect the actual situation.
2.6

Ensure Food Safety and Adequate Meat Quality for Consumption
This indicator assesses the impact on the delivery of animal health and meat regulatory roles
towards improving and safeguarding food safety and public health as well as an established
meat value production chain.
Performance Measure Indicator

Inspect and certify local beef carcasses for
retail
Evaluate marketing of local retail meat
Analyze and report marketing of local and
imported retail meat (FY16/17)

Budget Standard
Target
250

Achievements

Comments

185

Partially achieved

12
1

12
1

Achieved
Achieved

The hygienic meat slaughtering program rendered under the Mobile Slaughter Unit (MSU)
is a demand driven activity therefore heavily relies on the demand by farmers to use the
service. Hence the target needs to be reviewed and readjusted to reflect the actual situation.
2.7

Encourage Stakeholder Participation in Rural Livestock Development Programs
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This indicator assesses the APHD support in terms of promoting commercial livestock
production.
Performance Measure Indicator
No. multipliers group meetings
TV Programs

2.8

Budget Standard
Target
8
2

Achievements

Comments

61
4

Achieved
Achieved

Awareness Programs on APHD Technical Services
This indicator assesses the delivery of the APHD public awareness program in terms of
promoting and clarifying important animal production and health technical matters
particularly for livestock farmers.
Performance Measure Indicator

No. of radio programs aired
No. newspaper articles printed
Career days, Open days, Global
Commemoration days
No. Meat Expo events completed
No. donor funded assisted farmer projects
No. occupational safety and animal
welfare completed events
No. of MAC meetings completed
No. new meat processing units established
Ensure compliance with international
protocols (Animal Export Certificates)
Ensure compliance with international
protocols (IRAs)

Budget Standard
Target
8
4
7

Achievements

Comments

19
4
9

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

2
145
10

3
156
10

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

4
2
25

4
3
7

Achieved
Achieved
Partially achieved

4

3

Partially achieved

The targets for both the issuing of animal export certificates and the conduct of IRAs were partially
achieved as they are demand driven activities that rely on the demand by importers and exporters to
use the service. Hence the target needs to be reviewed and readjusted to reflect the actual situation.
3.

STAFF TRAININGS

The table below refers to all staff trainings and meetings relevant to animal production and health
held overseas whereby some APHD staff had the opportunity to participate.
Title

Donor

Date

Location

Participants

APHCA & ISVEE 15

FAO

12-15 Nov 2018

Chiang Mai,
THAILAND

Renee Orange

China Pacific
Agriculture Ministers
Meeting

Ministry of
Agriculture &
Rural Affairs,
PRC
FAO

28-29 Mar 2019

Nadi,
FIJI

Donna Aiulu

09-11 Apr 2019

Bangkok,
THAILAND

Samuela Vi Hafoka

8thAsia-Pacific
Workshop on Multisectoral Collaboration
at the AnimalHuman-Ecosystems
Interface
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Improving small
ruminant supply value
chain and production
in Fiji and Samoa

4.















5.



6.

ACIAR

04-06 June 2019

Nadi,
FIJI

Donna Aiulu
Renee Orange
Seykeen Meleisea
Marie Malaki
Tumema Tia’i
Toma Apo

SACEP COMPLETED ACTIVITIES:
At the completion of the World Bank funded SACEP on 31 December 2018, APHD has
benefitted from the funding assistance rendered to support several activities including:Upgrading of Togitogiga farm infrastructure including sheep and cattle farm fencing
(repairs and new), cattle stockyard, new sheep houses and farm office;
Procurement and registration of the Herdmaster computer software to record livestock
inventory and improve muster records;
Procurement of livestock electronic scales;
Construction of a new sheep house at Tanumalala sheep farm;
Importation of 46 Droughtmaster cattle and 14 Dorper sheep from Australia, 110 FFS sheep
from Fiji and 15 pigs from New Zealand;
Construction of the new APHD piggery and chicken breeding facilities;
Procurement of 3 egg incubators to support the new chicken breeding farm;
Funding of overseas training and study tours for APHD staff and members of the livestock
private sector;
Procurement of 1 Quad bike, 1 MSU truck with cooler trailer, six pick-up trucks (MAF22,
MAF48, MAF52, MAF53, MAF55, MAF57);
Funding the provision of meat regulatory and inspection training for the APHD Animal
Health and Meat Regulatory staff;
Enactment of the Slaughter and Meat Supply Act;
Construction of the Static Slaughter Unit office at Nu’u.
NEW INITIATIVES:
Masamasa livestock research and development farm at Asau was established in November
2018 with the intention to service Savaii farmers with quality breeding stock. There is
anticipation to expand the farm to include sheep in future.
Sheep project funded by the Australian Centre for International Agriculture Research
(ACIAR) to commence at the end of 2019. It is a four year project that intends to improve
the sheep value chains and production systems.
CHALLENGES & CONTRAINTS
Highest demand from cattle farmers to purchase cattle breeders from the Government cattle
farms;
Poor establishment of improved pastures observed in several cattle and sheep farms
throughout the country;
Poor response by pig and chicken farmers towards promoting the field planting and
multiplication of cassava as animal feed reserves;
Unreliable water supply access in most inland based livestock farms;
Only a few functioning stockyards with loading ramps available at the farm level to facilitate
proper animal handling prior to cattle musters, husbandry work and transport purposes;
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Poor condition of access roads to several key livestock farms thus making it difficult for
APHD to gain steady and convenient access when visiting those farms to carry out farm
appraisal programs, veterinary assistance and/or treatment services as well as for the MSU to
provide the timely slaughtering service as requested by farmers. This also prolongs the high
maintenance costs for APHD vehicles;
The training program has reached out to a large numbers of farmers to share new and
workable technologies and ideas on improved livestock production systems, however the
technology adoption rate is very low especially in cases where funding assistance was
available for farmers as provided under the SACEP project;
Low number of women participation in livestock development activities i.e. only 213 were
females out of the 892 participants (24%) recorded during farmers training sessions and only
57 were females out of the 249 entrants (23%) recorded during Ag Show competitions;
There is only one qualified Veterinarian employed in the Division and is usually
overwhelmed with so many animal health related duties and in addition to that, Biosecurity
responsibilities;
There are still deficiencies in regulatory and animal health infrastructure, capacity and legal
framework in meeting USDA and other international food safety requirements and one of the
effects is the continued disallowance of local meat export to neighboring American Samoa.
7.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Access to sufficient budgets to fund needed repairs and maintenance to farm infrastructure:
animal shelters, fence lines, stockyards, farm offices;
Access to sufficient budgets to purchase animal feeds, vet drugs, farm tools and hardware,
staff safety gear;
Access to sufficient budgets for ongoing maintenance and running costs for APHD assets:
APHD vehicles, clinic and lab equipment, office equipment;
Endorsement of staff salary increments proposed through the annual staff Performance
Appraisal System;
Endorsement of an official subsidy arrangement whereby the Ministry commits to contribute
financially in the selling of breeding cattle under the Cattle Multiplier program whilst
enhancing its own set breeding objectives as stipulated under the Government cattle farms
objectives;
Fast track staff recruitment rate to fill vacant positions direly needed;
Government assistance to better access roads linked to key livestock farms in order to
improve APHD ability in reaching those farms to deliver its services in a timely manner;
Strengthen the delivery of public awareness programs that promotes the delivery of the
sanitary and hygienic slaughter services;
Strengthen the delivery of farmers training with much emphasis on pasture improvement and
feeds supplementation;
Strengthen more women participation in livestock farming which supports their contribution
to household income earning through more access to viable small scale livestock production
systems;
Conduct a feasibility study (cost benefit analysis) in running live cattle auctions using the
SSU facility to mobilize sufficient cattle to slaughter, hence discouraging faalavelave
slaughter and to test the potential for value adding – all in response to future reviews of the
Slaughter & Meat Supply Act;
Pursue OIE membership to assure the steady provision of the required animal disease
surveillance and monitoring support services from international partners and to assist in the
development of the meat export accessibility challenge;
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Endorsement of the Masamasa livestock research and development farm as MAF property
and APHD as custodian of the land;
Review APHD Organization Structure to reflect current and existing positions.
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SECTION FOUR:

FISHERIES DIVISION

1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION - To undertake research, monitoring and reporting that will
assist in promoting community involvement in coastal fisheries and aquaculture, provide
investment in commercial fisheries and adoption of sustainable fisheries practices and
promotion of aquaculture.

2.

ACTIVITIES

2.1

Sector coordination improved and investment in food security and inclusive
commercial fisheries production.
Fisheries Division has invested in the following activities to improve the coordination of the
fisheries sector, food security and commercial fisheries production:
I. Collection and provision of quarterly fisheries statistics
II. Development of policies and legislations
III. Spawning and rearing of fingerlings/shellfish for farming and stock enhancement
purposes
IV. Fish Aggregating Devices Programme
V. Operation and maintenance of Ice Making Machines

2.1.1 Collection and provision of quarterly fisheries statistics
Performance
Measure or Indicator
A regular supply of
timely quality fisheries
statistics that meet the
need of users

Budget Standard
or Target
8

Achievements

Comments

16

Achieved:
 4 Quarterly articles on fish
reserve assessments, inshore
market landings, aquaculture,
offshore and advisory
activities.
 12 monthly analysis of
inshore market landings for
the National Gross Domestic
Product (GDP)

The Fisheries Division produced awareness materials such as information sheets, Quarterly
Newsletter and media programs through radio, newspapers and television. The Division also
participated and highly involved in Universities’ Open days, Career days, Public shows as well as
the annual Agriculture Show to showcase fisheries information and displays.
2.1.2 Development of Policies and legislation
Performance
Measure or Indicator
Policies and legislation

Budget Standard
or Target
4

Achievements

Comments

5

Draft regulation on review process
included Sea cucumber Regulation,
Fish Licensing Regulation, Fish
Export Regulation, Samoa National
Aquatic Biosecurity Strategy and
Trochus management plan
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2.1.3

Spawning and rearing of fingerlings/shellfish for farming and stock enhancement

Performance
Measure or
Indicator
Number of spawning
conducted for fish and
shellfish

Budget
Standard or
Target
4

Achievements

Comments

6

Sufficient fingerlings
(baby fish) for farm
restocking

7000

18,603

Tilapia spawning were conducted on (9th
& 23rd July 2018, 15th Apr, 6th May, 17th
May, 12th Jun 2019). Giant clam
spawning conducted (10th to 15th Sept,
2018)
3,697 fingerlings from tilapia spawning
and 14,906 juveniles from giant clam
spawning.

2.1.4

Fish Aggregating Devices Programme

Performance
Measure or
Indicator
Number of Fish
Aggregation Devices
(FADs) deployed (FV
Ulimasao)

Budget
Standard or
Target
8

Achievements

Comments

4

Number of FADs
monitoring and
maintenance (FV
Ulimasao)
Number of FADs
experimental fishing
trials (FV Ulimasao)

4

0

12

0

4 Offshore FAD units fabricated and
deployed at offshore sites adjacent
Gautavai, Apia, Asau, Siumu. This
activity is incomplete due to the FV
Ulimasao (Fisheries research vessel)
maintenance work.
This was due to operational condition of
Ulimasao and monitoring repair and
maintenance work required is rescheduled for next fiscal year.
This activity is currently on hold due to
the current upgrading work with the FV
Ulimasao

2.1.5 Operation and maintenance of Ice Making Machines
Performance
Measure or
Indicator
Number of IceMaking machine
maintained

2.2

Budget
Standard or
Target
4

Achievements

4

Comments

Regular maintenance of 4 ice making
machines, 3 in Upolu (Siumu, Apia,
Mulifanua) and 1 at Salelologa Savaii

An increased supply and consumption of competitive priced domestically products

Performance Measure
or Indicator
Increased number of
quality publications,
media activities/tv
Number of farmers
accessing improved
inputs (site assessments
and restocking )

Budget
Standard or
Target
10

20

Achievements

18

118

42

Comments

12 radio and 2 EFKS TV awareness
programs, 4 issues of Fisheries Quarterly
newsletter
Tilapia farming: 9 farms initial stocked
(732 fingerlings distributed), 3 farms
restocked (430 fingerlings), 20 farms
initial site assessments, 4 farm site
reassessments, 44 tilapia farms sampled.
Giant clam grow outs: 38 giant clam
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Number of assistance
provided to small scale
fisheries, value added
and marketing

4

4

A successful well
attended annual
Agriculture Show in
Upolu and Savaii

2

2

2.3

grow out sites sampled & monitored in
Upolu, Manono and Savaii Islands.
4 training workshops on Trochus shell
polishing and crafting conducted, 2
Upolu (30th July to 3rd August and 6th to
10th August) and 2 Savaii (27th to 31st
August and 3rd to 7th Sept, 2018)
Two National Agriculture Show
conducted successfully for both Upolu
and Savaii.

To enhance private sector capacity in improving production, productivity, product
quality, value adding and marketing.
The main objective of licensing of fish processing establishments was to impose controls on
food safety in terms of processing, storing and packaging of fish and fish products for
exports.
The technical details on the inspection and auditing measures that supported the licensing
system is yet to be promulgated under regulations.

Performance
Measure or Indicator

Budget
Standard or
Target
2

Achievements

Comments

3

Number of seafood
safety programs and
establishments audits
conducted

6

0

Training on Seafood
safety and post-harvest

2

0

3 fish processing license application
processed and issued for Apia Deep Sea,
Apia Export Fish Packers, Tradewinds
Fish Company Limited. (14/08/18,
22/01/19, 22/01/19)
This activity was not implemented as
Fisheries is not yet finalize the set-up of a
Competent Authority through a draft fish
processing and export regulation now in
draft form with the MAF legal counsel
This activity was not implemented has
awaiting the set up of the Competent
Authority.

Number of certified
fish processors

2.4

Sustainable fisheries resource management practices in place with climate resilience
and disaster relief efforts strengthened.
Following are the implemented activities addressing the management of fisheries resources
broadly reflected as the;
1. Coastal fisheries resource management through the Community Based Fisheries
Management Programme (CBFMP)
2. National obligations to fisheries regional and international conventions
3. Controlling and surveillance of oceanic fisheries
4. Fisheries Enforcement operations

2.4.1 Community Based Fisheries Management Programme
The CBFMP empowers local coastal communities to manage and support their fisheries
resources, enabling them to be included in decision-making through their village fisheries
management plan and village-bylaws. The facilitation process to develop a village fisheries
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management plan involved all village groups such as the village council, women’s
committee, untitled men and youth in a series of group meetings. A village Fisheries
Management Committee (VFMC) is consisted of representatives from each group to
oversee the undertakings listed in the management plans.
Performance Measure or
Indicator

Budget
Standard or
Target
4

Achievements

Comments

6

Number of Village
Fisheries Management
Plans (VFMP) approved

4

6

New villages joined the CBFMP with
approved village fisheries
management plans (Satitoa, Faleatiu –
Upolu) and (Taga, Siutu, Sala’ilua,
Safotu – Savaii)
Six new VFMPs approved and
adopted (Satitoa, Faleatiu, Taga,
Siutu, Sala’ilua, Safotu)

Number of bylaws
approved and gazetted

4

6

Six bylaws produced for the abovementioned villages and in process for
approval.

Number of fish reserves
established

4

8

Number of existing fish
reserves habitats reassessments conducted

15

16

Eight village owned fish reserves
established and assessed (Amaile
(20/07/18), Vailele (03/10/18), Satitoa
(15/03/19), Faleatiu (11/04/19),
Foailuga (20/02/19), Safotu
(21/02/19), Sala’ilua (18/06/19), Siutu
(18/06/19)
16 Fish reserves reassessments
conducted at Vaovai (29/10/18),
Matautu-Falealili (01/10/18), Faleuuta (04/10/18), Sapulu-Faleasiu
(05/02/19), Musumusu (14/03/19),
Fasitoo-tai (09/04/19), Vailuutai
(10/04/19), Satapuala, (12/04/19),
Levi-Saleimoa(30/04/19),
Satuimalufilufi (02/05/19), Sapapalii
(17/06/19), Satuiatua (17/06/19),
Foailalo (18/06/19), Faletagaloa
(19/06/19), Saasaai (20/06/19),
Pu’apu’a (21/06/19)

Number of VFMPs
reviewed and climate
change adaptations
incorporated

4

30

Number of target
communities
implementing CBFMP

2.4.2

VFMPs reviewed and climate change
adaptations incorporated for 19
villages in Savaii and 11 for Upolu.

Oceanic Fisheries Management and Samoa’s obligations to regional and international
Fisheries Conventions
The resource yields from the tuna fishery were collected from various means including
daily catch logs from fishing trips, port sampling and unloading data. These data provided
key inputs to tuna stock assessment models that generated the estimated status of tuna
stocks. This helps to provide advice on tuna fisheries management in the Western and
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Central Pacific Ocean. The collection of catch and effort data is one of the obligations for
Samoa under the Convention for the Conservation and Management of Highly Migratory
Fish Stocks in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean reported to the Western and Central
Pacific Fisheries Commission (WCPFC) in the Samoa’s annual report part 1 and annual
report part 2 on how the obligations were implemented in managing tuna fisheries in
Samoa.
Performance
Budget
Achievements
Comments
Measure or
Standard or
Indicator
Target
Samoa Annual
Report Part 1
Samoa Annual
Report Part 2
Number of
Commercial
Fisheries
Management
Advisory Committee
Meetings (CF-MAC)

1

1

Achieved. Report submitted.

1

1

Achieved. Report submitted.

4

3

Partially Achieved. Three CF-MAC
meetings were held to discuss matters
and issues related to commercial
fishing industry in Samoa. The last
CF-MAC meeting was scheduled but
not yet implemented due to the busy
schedule and unavailability of the
Chairman (Minister-MAF).

2.4.3 Control and Surveillance of the Oceanic Fisheries.
Control and surveillance activities of the oceanic fisheries primarily focus on the
commercial tuna fishing industry. These activities included the control number of licenses
for each category of commercial longline fishing vessels and prescribing terms and
conditions for carrying out fishing activities. These terms and conditions are closely
monitored in the national vessel monitoring system (VMS), dockside boarding and
inspections.
Performance
Measure or
Indicator
Number of Fisheries
licenses issued and
compliance with
Fisheries Legislation

Budget
Standard or
Target
100

Achievements

Comments

60

Number of boarding
and inspections

150

155

Number of
transhipment
authorisations

80

63

Number of National
and Regional
Fisheries Observers
placements on

10

15

Sixty fishing licenses issued for both
foreign and domestic operators. This
activity depended on the number of
applications lodged in for fishing license
as it is highly influenced by catch rates
and the economic viability of a vessel
and the fishery.
Boarding and inspections conducted on
foreign and domestic fishing vessels in
Apia Port.
Transshipments authorization carried
out for the foreign fishing vessels in
Apia Port. The number of
transshipments depended on the foreign
fishing vessels came in to our port.
Observer placements facilitated by the
Fisheries Division were carried out on
foreign fishing vessels based in Samoa.
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fishing vessels
Number of fish
exports inspection
and certification

2.4.4

3.

130

148

148 fish export consignments certified.

Fisheries Enforcement Operations

Performance
Measure or
Indicator
Number of
surveillance and
enforcement
patrols (EEZ,
bylaws, fishing
vessels, fish
market-Savaii)

Budget
Standard or
Target
50

Achievements

Comments

274

Number of
Fisheries MCS
investigation

10

12

 163 Patrol visits. 3 EEZ
Surveillance: [Sea Patrol: 1 surface
surveillance FO participated 2018,
Aerial Patrol: 2 NORPAT P3 NZ
patrols on Samoa EEZ.]
 Fisheries Regulation Enforcement:
 6 sea cucumber surveillance carried
out in Upolu and Savaii
 74 size limits enforcement
operations: [73 Apia Fish Market, 1
Savaii Fish Market.]
 28 enforcement operations at road
sides stalls.
Twelve fisheries violation investigation
conducted (1 case with the AG, 8
awaiting MAF LC review, 3 under
investigation).

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

The Fisheries Division undertook various activities outside of the performance indicator
framework. Some of these activities are project funded and are equally important as it supports core
functions of the Fisheries Division’s mandate of research, monitoring, management and
development of fisheries.
3.1
Coastal Fisheries Resource Monitoring
i) Review of the project reef colonization and socioeconomic impacts of trochus translocations
to Samoa.
ii) Stock assessment of sea cucumber in Upolu and Savaii.
iii) Monitoring of catches from coastal fisheries at market outlets.
iv) Palolo rising surveys in October and November 2018.
v) Research and monitoring of fish poisoning (ciguatera).
vi) Coral replanting assessments.
vii) Sea cucumber stock assessment surveys for Upolu, Manono and Savaii in May 2019.
3.2 Aquaculture
i) Maintenance of Toloa marine multispecies hatchery
ii) Feed trial for Tilapia
3.3
Oceanic Fisheries
i) Port Sampling activities to collect length frequency data for pelagic fish species
ii) Monitoring of catches from the oceanic fisheries at key landing sites.
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iii) Monitoring tracks of fishing vessels when inside of Samoa’s exclusive economic zone.
iv) Negotiating with Pacific Island countries and distance water fishing nations on the
management of tuna stocks in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean.
3.4

Infrastructure Support
i) Maintenance of operation of Apia Fish Market seven days a week.
ii) Maintenance and operation of the Ice-Making machines in Upolu and Savaii.

4.

STAFF MEETINS & TRAININGS
1. Training on Management of parasites and diseases in aquaculture 26-30 November 2018,
Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand.
2. Global Eco Conference and ICRI workshop, 26-29 November 2018, Townsville Australia
3. Pacific Island countries fisheries training course II, 27 Nov – 14 Dec 2018, Guangdong
Province, People’s Republic of China.
4. Pacific Fisheries Leadership Program – Leadership for effective workshop, 20 Jan – 9 Feb
2019, Nadi Fiji.
5. Quantum Geographical Information System (QGIS) Training, 1-5 April 2019, SPC,
Noumea New Caledonia.
6. Aquaculture cost and benefit analysis training, 8th – 19th October 2018, Pacific CommunitySPC Headquarters, Noumea, New Caledonia.
7. 1st regional training course on harnessing the potential of the fisheries sector for
socioeconomic development in least developed countries, Asia regional center of excellence
for the fisheries development, 29th October – 9th November 2018, Nha Trang University,
Nha Trang, Vietnam.
8. First Pacific Community-SPC short course in Preparing and drafting coastal fisheries
legislation, 10th – 14th June 2019, Pacific Community-SPC Headquarters, Noumea, New
Caledonia.
9. WTO Fisheries Cluster Meetings, 25-29 March 2019, Geneva.
10. FFA Preparatory Meeting for the 2nd Meeting of the Parties to the Agreement on Port State
Measures to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate IUU, 22-24 May 2019. Tonga.
11. SPC-OFP Pre-Assessment Workshop and Consultative meetings. 2 – 11 April 2019,
Noumea New Caledonia.
12. 14th Regular Session of the WCPFC Technical Compliance Committee, 26 September 2018
– 2 October 2018 Pohnpei FSM.
13. NTSA (Niue Treaty Subsidiary Agreement) 25 Mar 2019 – 30 Mar 2019, Honiara Solomon
Island.
14. 15th Regular Session of the WCPFC, 3 – 14 December 2018, Honolulu-Hawaii, USA
15. Blue Economy Ocean Conference, 26 – 28 November 2018, Nairobi, Kenya
16. FFA Management Option Consultations and related meetings, 29 October – 12 November
2018, Honiara, Solomon Islands.
17. Identifying the Spatial Stock Structure of Tropical Pacific Tuna Stocks, 8 – 12 October
2018, Noumea, New Caledonia.
18. Scientific Committee, August 2018, Korea.
19. Policies and Countermeasures against IUU fishing, November 2018, Japan.
20. Regional Observer Committee Workshop, February 2019, PNG.
21. Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 14.b and its indicators, March 2019, Nadi, Fiji.
22. Advanced Stock Assessment, May 2019, SPC New Caledonia.
23. Data Workshop, 8– 12 April 2019, SPC, New Caledonia.
24. Operation Tuimoana, 16 – 31 May 2019, FFA, Honiara Solomon Is.
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25. Observer Training, July 2018, Vanuatu.
26. Sustainable use of fisheries resources through diversification of fisheries-based livelihood in
island countries. 25th June 2018 – August 14 2018, Okinawa Japan.
27. FAO Workshop on Best Practices and Reduce Abandoned. 27 – 30 May 2019, Vanuatu.
28. Stock assessment, 29 April 2019 – 05 May 2019. SPC New Caledonia
29. Observer Training, 10 June 2019 – 26 July 2019,Vanuatu.
5.

FISHERIES REVENUE
The following table presents an overview of revenue collected from Fisheries services for
this financial year 2018-2019.
YTD Revenue
Code
Descriptions
collected 2018-2019
(Samoan tala)
625201
Licences & Permits
674,229.79
625601
Fees & Charges
84,722.60
620301
Royalties
118,000.00
Total Budget Revenue 2017-2018
876,952.39

6.

CHALLENGES & CONSTRAINTS

Major constraints and challenges identified during this FY 2018 – 2019 are summarized below;
Lack of policy and strategic directions for the fisheries sector regarding research,
management and development.
Fisheries sector priorities are being subdued within the Agriculture Sector opportunities.
With new developments and opportunities within the fisheries sector, additional manpower
is required to fully performed our national, regional and international obligations.
Staff turnover - A number of Fisheries staff have moved on from Fisheries however, there is
a need for a quick recruitment to fill in the position for efficient implementation of
activities.
7.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the existing fisheries structure and mandate should be reviewed.
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SECTION FIVE:

POLICY, PLANNING & COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION - To investigate and develop policy advice on domestic and
international primary production, trade conservation and bio-security issues. To provide
timely reports on marketing and other primary industry sector issues.

2.

ACTIVITIES

2.1

Increase public or private awareness and confidence to invest in the primary industry.

2.1.1 The PPCD has implemented the following activities to increase stakeholder awareness and
their confidence to invest in the agriculture sector;
 Conduct market research and analysis to produce Market Information publications for
various agriculture commodities and enterprises.
 Develop detailed commodity profiles for potential enterprises. These include husbandry and
management practice information.
 Annual update of the Farm Management Manual. This presents gross margin budgets and
analysis of various crops, livestock and fisheries production.

2.2

Performance Indicator

Target

Achievements

Number of Market Information
publications produced,
published and disseminated

6

6

Number of new commodity
profiles developed and
disseminated

2

2

Comments
Achieved. 6 issues of MIS
newsletter disseminated and
uploaded on MAF website
 Beef, Sweet potato, Banana
Cavendish, Coconut Local
Tall, Nonu, Tomatoes
Achieved. 2 commodity profiles
produced
 Banana Cavendish and Taro
for export

Effective Awareness of all Stakeholders on Ministry programmes and activities.

2.2.1 The centralised Information and Communication service of the Ministry is with the PPCD.
The Division is responsible for the coordination of the Ministry’s involvement in USP and
NUS Open Days, SQA Career and Road shows, Environment and Health Week, as well as
the World Food Day and annual Agriculture Shows for both Upolu and Savaii.
 Ongoing activities for public awareness through the following media outlets:
 Television
 Radio
 Newspaper
 Faailoa Newsletter
 MAF Website
 MAF Facebook page
 Compile and mass produce the Ministry’s Annual Report for the financial year 2017/2018.
Performance Indicator

Target

Achievements

TV Packages for Awareness

Comments
Achieved.
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and Advertisement

6

6

6

6

12

12

Radio program packages

Faailoa Newsletter



Despite the limited budget
allocated for this financial
year, this target was achieved
through negotiations with
service providers (TV
stations)

Achieved.
 2 contracts with 2AP
 3 Talofa FM contracts (1
morning show & 2 talkback
shows)
 1 Malo FM contract
Achieved. These have also been
uploaded on the MAF website

2.3

Effective Management of MAF’s Information Systems

2.3.1

Ongoing activities in the update, collation, analysis and dissemination of agriculture
statistics and information to support policy, planning, trade and communication activities.

Regular update of databases of Export and Import statistics (Volume & Value), Local
Market data, Administrative data from Technical divisions, etc…

Populate annual questionnaires from regional and international organisations on crops
and livestock statistics (ICC, FAO, SPC, UNSIAP, ITPGRFA)

Provide annual WTO notifications on domestic support and export subsidies through
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade.

Produce Geographical Information System (GIS) mapping for all SACEP beneficiaries
in the crops and livestock sub-sector.
Performance Indicator

Target

Achievements

Regular updates of MAF
databases

20

20

Geographical Information
System (GIS) mapping

6

6

Comments
Achieved.
 Updated statistics are also
uploaded on the MAF
website
Achieved.
 Mapping of SACEP
beneficiaries on both Upolu
and Savaii

2.3.2

Actively involved in the planning and coordination of the upcoming 2019 Agriculture
Census. This is in collaboration with the Samoa Bureau of Statistics and relevant
stakeholders

2.4

Agriculture Sector Plan Coordination

2.4.1

Sector Coordination was an added responsibility to the PPCD since the beginning of the
Agriculture Sector Plan 2016-2020.
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Oversee and assist the works of the Local Consultant conducting the Mid-Term Review of
the ASP 2016-2020. This activity was funded by the World Bank project as part of the
preparatory phase for the new project SAFPROM.
Performance Indicator
Quarterly Sector
Progress Reports

Sector Policy Objectives
Working Group Meeting
Minutes

2.5

Target

Achievements

4

4

24

24

Comments
Achieved.
 Reports submitted to
Agriculture Sector Steering
Committee
Achieved.
 4 Working Groups X 6
meetings per year = 24
meeting minutes

Additional Activities
The Policy, Planning and Communication Division implemented several activities apart
from the planned framework. These additional activities are also vital as they significantly
contribute to the achievements of the Divisions core functions and performance targets.

2.5.1 Trade

Represented MAF in the National Working Committee on Trade Arrangements (NWCTA)
and contributed to the implementation of activities pertaining to the committee. Contribute
to the Trade Policy Review conducted by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade.

Contributed to technical and development matters related to CODEX issues. Also
represented MAF in the Samoa National Codex Committee with the Quarantine Division.
2.5.2 Agriculture Census Taskforce

Chairs all taskforce meetings and consultations whereas Secretariat is with the Samoa
Bureau of Statistics. A collaborative activity between MAF, SBS and other relevant
stakeholders. A detailed implementation plan is in place for the 2019 Agriculture Census.
FAO provided technical assistance in the planning phase and more in the execution and
write up phase.

Completed trainings for supervisors and pilot field work to test the new methodology of
using Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI).
2.5.3 Stimulus Package Program

Secretariat to the Stimulus Package Committee and provide progress report based on field
assessment and registration.

Assist the Crops Division in carrying out field inspections for both Upolu and Savaii SP
beneficiaries.
2.5.4 Agritourism Coordinating Taskforce (ACT)

Secretariat to the ACT and coordinate working group meetings and implementation plans in
close partnership with the Samoa Tourism Authority and other stakeholders.

There was a slight delay in implementing this activity mainly due to financial constraints.
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2.5.5 Food Security Cluster

Coordinate activities for the Sector’s preparedness and response to natural disasters and
climate change. A draft Standard Operating Procedure is now in place for the Agriculture
Sector through the FAO technical assistance.

Updated an online form for an Immediate Disaster Assessment (IDA) and Post Disaster
Needs Assessment (PDNA)
2.5.6 Pacific Week of Agriculture (PWA) Organising Committee

Secretariat to the PWA Organising Committee and coordinate planned activities for the
upcoming PWA.
3.

STAFF TRAINING & MEETINGS

1. Sub Regional Training Course on Sampling Methods, 13-17 Aug 2018, Nadi Fiji , UNSIAP
2. In Country - Project Management, 20-24 Aug 2018, PSC , Samoa
3. 10th Meeting of the Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on the Funding Strategy and Resource
Mobilization, 5-7 Sep 2018 Rome, FAO
4. Regional Workshop to raise awareness of the Pacific Island Countries, 25-27 Sep 2018, Fiji
5. Workshop on Strengthening and Sustaining Knowledge Sharing Skills in Agriculture Food
Research and Innovation System in Asia Pacific, 18-19 Oct 2018, Lao, PDR
6. Seminar on Trade Promotion of Pacific Islands Countries 2018, 30 Oct-12 Nov 18, China
7. Ad Hoc Open ended Working Group to Enhance the Functioning of the Multilateral System of
Access and Benefit Sharing, 10-12 Oct 18, Rome, Italy, FAO
8. Regional Training Workshop on the use of Geographical Information System GIS for Conduct
of Agricultural and Population Censuses and Survey. 19-23 Nov 2018, Noumea New
Caledonia, SPC
9. WTO workshop on the agreement on Agriculture for Asia Pacific countries. 10 - 13 Dec 2018,
Bali, Indonesia, WTO
10. Strengthening the Capacity of Monitoring and Evaluation in World Bank Finance Projects
Workshop. 10 - 14 Dec 2018, Bangkok, Thailand, FAO
11. Informal Meeting by the Co - Chairs of the Ad Hoc Open - ended Working Group on the
Enhancement of the MLS, 14-15 Jan 2019, San Jose, Costa Rica, FAO
12. Strengthening capacities to address climate change impacts on biosecurity and food security in
Fiji, Samoa and Solomon Islands. 1st technical meeting, 21 - 22 Jan 2019, Fiji Suva, FAO
13. WTO Agriculture Seminar and Dialogue for Senior Officials from Asia Pacific Region, 25 27 Mar 2019, Singapore, WTO
14. MSME Participation and Upgrading in Plantation Crop Value Chains, 10 - 11 Apr 2019, Port
Vila, Vanuatu, The Commonwealth Secretariat
15. Regional Pacific Agritourism Forum "Regional Policy Setting for Improved Linkage between
agriculture, trade and tourism: Strengthening the local agrifood sector and promoting healthy
food in agritourism. 1 - 2 Apr 2019, Nadi, Fiji, CTA, IFAD, STTO, SPC, PIPSO
16. Samoa Trade Policy Review, 10 & 12 Apr 2019, Geneva, EIF
4.

CHALLENGES & CONSTRAINTS
High demand of up-to-date agriculture statistics and production data for baseline
information at Ministry and Sector level.
Operational budget limitation for the Division continued to limit the execution of some of
the planned activities.
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There is greater need to upgrade current assets used by the Division as most of these have
been written-off, worn out and obsolete.
Ad-hoc events and programs have disrupted implementation of planned activities as
detailed in Division’s key performance framework.

5.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The internal restructuring and reviewed staff job descriptions should now be formalised
with the PSC. The internal change was specifically done to better reflect the Division’s core
function and future activities.
Specific staff training needs highlighted in individual performance appraisals should be
taken into consideration by the HR and PSC. The identified trainings or capacity building
areas needed would equip each staff in implementing planned activities.
It is highly recommended to allocate or procure more capital resources for the PPCD,
especially as the Ministry is prioritising the improvement in agriculture statistics.
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SECTION SIX:

CORPORATE SERVICES DIVISION

1.

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION: To conduct research and analysis, develop best practice
policies and systems in the areas of human resource management, financial management,
administration, asset management, records management and information technology.
Facilitate effective implementation and compliance with relevant legislations, policies and
directives of the Government of Samoa.

2.

ACTIVITIES
The Corporate Services Division plays a central and supporting role to all employees and
stakeholders in the areas of Human Resources, Administration, Finance and Information
Technology Sections. The functions of each section activities are as follows;

2.1

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SECTION

2.1.1

Overview of the Ministry Workforce:
Following figure shows the total number of employees per quarter. As noted, since the
beginning of the financial year a total of 393 (271 males and 122 females) staff members
were employed by the Ministry and subsequently declined at the end of the financial year
the total numbers of employees comprised of 385 (264 males and 121 females) shown in
figure 1
Figure 1: Total number of employees per quarter for FY2018/2019

2.1.2

Recruitment and Selection of Employees:
During this Financial Year, the average number of vacant positions noted within this
Financial Year is 55. In addition, it is noted that total number of vacant positions for a
month falls in between 42 to 65 shows a continuous turnover for the Ministry as shown in
figure 2.
Most of these vacant positions fall within Crops Division which comprises 50% of the
overall total, 22% for Animal Production & Health Division and 16% for Fisheries
Division.
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Figure 2: Recruitment & Selection trend during FY2018/2019

 Appeals to appointments made:
No appeals processed during the Financial Year
2.1.3 Employee Turnover:
Employee turnover poses a significant impact on the workforce operations and a total of 53
employees left the Ministry. The high turnover of employees left the ministry due to
personal commitments (such as taking care of elders, children, family, etc) and further
opportunities for them (such as being selected in the quota schemes for New Zealand,
promoted to project/international organizations positions). The table 1 below, outline the
number of staff turnover:
Table 1: Types of terminations and total number of employees
Type of Termination
Officer
Term
Death
1
End of Term
9
Breach Code of Conduct
3
Resignation
25
4
Retirement
4
Poor Performance
7
2.1.4 Working Conditions:
During this financial year, a total of 12 discipline cases processed (4 cases of theft and 8
cases of Insubordination).
2.1.5 Capacity Building:
This is one of the foremost area in anyone’s working life and ensuring efficient and
effective work performance, it is a must to enhance knowledge and skills through capacity
building programs such as Trainings, Seminars, Workshops, Short Courses (either Online or
Face-to-face), Conferences and Meetings.
In this financial year a total of 111 staff trainings opportunities were held overseas
countries as outline in below figure, and different types of capacity building programs
attended by MAF’s employees as shown in figure 3 and 4
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Figure 3: Total Trainings attended for FY2018/2019

Figure 4: Total Attendance per capacity building program

Following is a list of all organisations, governments and projects that have supported MAF in its
capacity building initiatives throughout this financial year.
Table 2: List of Training providers and total attended by MAF’s employees for
FY2018/2019
Training Providers

Total Training
Sponsors

ACIAR

1

ACIAR PROJECT
ACP
APAARI
APPC

1
1
3
3
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Training Providers
MALAYSIA
GOVERNMENT
MINISTRY OF
AGRICULTURE, CHINA
MPI
NHA TRANG UNIVERSITY
PFLP

Total
Training
Sponsors
1
1
1
1
1
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AUSTRALIAN
GOVERNMENT

1

CHINESE EMBASSY
GOVERNMENTOF CHINA
CIFAR SHANGHAI INTL
TRAINING CENTRE
CTA

1
3

EIF
FAO
FFA
GLOBAL FORUM FOR FAO
GREAT BARRIER REEF
MARINE PART
AUTHORITY
ICC
IFAD
ITU
JICA

1
16
13
1

1
2

1
1
1
1
3

PHAMA
SECRETARIAT OF
STOCKHOLM
SPC

1
1
20

WPFC
SSA
COMMONWEALTH
SECRETARIAT
TICA
UNDP
UNSIAP

1
1

US COAST GUARD
WCPFC
WTO

1
1
5

1
1
1
1

I. Local Trainings in Samoa:
 Local trainings conducted by the Office of the Commission:
 Take the Lead 1 Training on Leadership;
 Project Management;
 Workforce Planning Training;
 Customer Service Training;
 Finance and Administration Training;
 Take the Lead 2 Training on Leadership;
 Human Resources and Management in the Singapore Public Service for Samoa Senior
Executives; and
 Trainings for HR Trainers
 In-house trainings and awareness programs:
 PAS Awareness conducted in July-August 2018;
 Refresher workshops on financial processes; and
 Monitoring and Evaluation visits.
II. Overseas Trainings:
 It is noted in below figure that most trainings attended to by employees was in June,
October and April of this financial year.
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Figure 5: Total Overseas trainings processed in this financial year

2.1.6









2.1.6





Future Initiatives/Plans:
Given a requirement within the Working Conditions & Entitlement Manual 2015, HR is on
the progress on drafting a policy for Occupational, Safety and Health (OSH) for MAF.
There is also a need for refresher workshops for each division to be done on policies alone
as a lot of issues have been noted during this financial year and especially with new edition
and amendments to the current working conditions manual by the commission from time to
time.
Given the advanced and fast pacing technology HR has looked into other ways to improve
its work performance as a team and as such expanding its unit as well for better
performance of its work activities. In light of the above, HR will look into proposing new
officers (in regards to assistance with RnS as well as looking at planning and reporting areas
of HR).
Conduct a Training Needs Analysis for MAF for support services only
Employee Handbook – currently in draft and hoping to have this documents finalized and
approved by end of next financial year
Capacity Building Plan – Plan will be in place by the following month with the hope that it
will greatly assist HR in its work activities in regards to capacity development.
Challenges:
Recruitment and Selection Challenges – only one person deals with RnS at the moment and
due to increase demand from relevant divisions pertaining to their vacant positions hence
the need for an extra personnel to assist in this area of work
Capacity Building Challenges – there is totally a lack of resources to deliver in-house
trainings. Furthermore, current capacity of employees requires upgrading given the high
level of technology nowadays yet lack of financial support to enable employees to attend
relevant trainings relating to their field of work (for instance: Finance personnel – TAFE
provides trainings and short courses yet individuals has to pay for their own to attend)
Performance Appraisal Challenges – takes up a lot of time and there is lack of knowledge
(especially for supervisors) in this area
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2.2

ADMINISTRATION SECTION

2.2.1 MAF Profile for this financial year
 450 Approved personnel for this financial year.
 6 SAFPROM positions funded by World Bank
Table 6: Details of the profile for this financial year.
No of Employee
Category
Contract Employees
Permanent Officers
Term Employees
Wage Workers
Total
Vacant Permanent Positions
Vacant Term Employees
Total

9
370
6
0
385
68
3
456

Figure 6:
Employees Category by Gender
1000
100

10
1

Men

Female

Figure 7:
Qualification Profile

0.26% Ph.D
2.9% Masters
4.2% Post-Graduate
Diploma/Certificate

11.7% Bachelor Degree
81% Diploma/Certificate
& Below
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2.2.2



Records Management
There were 3416 incoming and 736 outgoing mails registered by our Records team.
Figure 8:

Incoming & Outgoing Mails
1000

100
10
1

Incoming

2.2.3





Outgoing

Leave Management & Payroll
Facilitating the required approvals for staff leave applications.
Regular update of employees’ records on Pelican & HRMIS to ensure accuracy of staff
entitlements in accordance with WCE 2015.
Thirteen (13) timesheet reports printed for payroll reconciliations.
Forty four (44) employees were paid Long Service Leave; 16 from Crops, 13 APHD staff, 7
Fisheries, 3 CSD and 5 for Quarantine.

2.3

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECTION
The IT Unit helps ensure that the IT services are provided with excellence through the
provision and planned evolution of information and communication technology and other
related services to all divisions including remote locations.

2.3.1

IT Staff
Within the reported period, there were 3 staffs for the first 6 months consist of Principal IT,
Senior and IT Officer that provided ICT support services to approximately 120 staff
accessing computers, networks and telephones daily.

2.3.2

Providing Innovation, Solution & Support
During the July 2018 – June 2019 financial year, the Information Technology Unit focused
on these strategic priorities:
The IT unit worked with relevant personnel from different divisions to develop, design and
customize software and other elements of the IT systems to meet their needs as requested.
The IT team ensured that the right level of IT resources is available to meet changing levels
of demand.
To increase flexibility and responsiveness, the IT team investigated options to provide
requested services. During this reported period, the following division and units worked
with IT unit to customize and plan their requested systems.
 Human Resources Unit: The IT unit re-designed and re-programmed the Human
Resources Training Database due to new requirements and ideas derived from the
previous database.
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 Quarantine Division:
 IT Unit continued to contribute with feasibility studies and development of the online Ephyto system in terms of its technical side in relation to the existing network
infrastructure of the Ministry.
 E-phyto training was conducted in Samoa mid May 2019 facilitated by the UN
representative from Geneva and Australia. The participants were staffs from the
Quarantine Division and Fiji’s Quarantine’s department.
Fisheries Division: Fisheries secured funding assistance from the Forum Fisheries Agency
(FFA) to procure eleven (11) new PCs. The IT staffs have abled to resolve to configure to
synchronize fisheries system with the Ministry’s network.

2.3.3 Networking.
 The IT unit administered and monitored network to provide effective communication across
the Ministry. The use of the Samoa National Broadband Highway (SNBH) network
connection was upgraded to reach the farthest branches (for example Faleolo, Asau offices
etc), currently all linked to the main office at TATTE Sogi and Matautu.
 Networking Support:
 Surveyed, installed, and tested the point to point link by using NANO station equipment
for Samoa China Aid Technical team house at Nuu. Given the costs and feasibility
involved in installing SNBH, nano station equipment and connectivity provided the
network connection (email and internet).
 The Ministry’s remote branches with network connections were all upgraded to fully
utilise the SNBH.
2.3.4 Data Security
 Information Security is now one of the most important IT functions in any organisation. IT
Unit continues to monitor and assess vulnerabilities that may occur by utilizing the
Kaspersky Antivirus and its administrative features as well as Watchguard Firewall to
proactively prevent and/or mitigate any attacks that can pose as a threat to the IT
infrastructure.
 IT policies already exists to minimize any security break however, policies will be
periodically revised to adapt to new changes when occurred.
2.3.5 IT Helpdesk/Support
 The IT team provides helpdesk support/troubleshooting to all of the Ministry’s employees
who use computers, emails, internet, printers, telephones and/or any IT related issue.
 Awareness trainings are conducted periodically to employees to minimise carelessness and
negligence at the same improve efficiency and productivity.
 The following table illustrates the number of calls/requests logged for IT support.
Table 7: Completed Requests Logged for ICT support
Divisions
Calls Logged & Completed for IT
Support
APHD
47
CEO
35
CROPS
161
CSD
142
FISHERIES
154
MINISTER’S OFFICE
30
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PPCD
PROJECT-SACEP
(Ended Mar 2019)
PROJECT-SAFPROM
(Started April 2019)
QUARANTINE
SAVAII
SCATAP
TOTAL

2.4

77
23
23
30
4
1
727

FINANCE MANAGEMENT SECTION
Our tasks are ongoing activities from year to year, as a support service for the Ministry’s
financial needs our tasks and achievements include:

2.4.1

Budget Monitoring & Controls
Ongoing rendered assistance to Output Managers with compilation of their annual budget
major reports for Ministry of Finance & Audit Office as listed below:
I.
Budget Forward Estimates & Performance Indicators for FY 2019/20
II. Budget Mid-Year Review for the Ministry - FY 2018/19
III. Budget Annual Review for the Ministry - FY 2018/19
IV. Public Accounts Report – FY2017/18
V. Full year Audit FY2017/18
VI. Interim Audit for FY2018/19







2.4.2

Strengthen controls and advice on the daily usage of budget to Output Managers & Finance
counterparts at Technical Divisions in compliance with the PFMA 2001 & Treasury
Instructions 2013.
Daily facilitation of financial operation and management provided for all Outputs or
divisions of the Ministry with expenditures and cost recoveries or Revenue.
Prepared and submitted 9 Monthly Financial reports on Outputs Budget Assessment &
Performance analysis during EMT Meetings before the CEO’s instruction to use only the
retrieved system reports from Finance One for Output Managers information.
Audit financial issues were minimised to only three (3) for FY2017/18 full Audit report
which is a significant improvement from the previous years.
Ongoing monitoring and controls over facilitation of utilities payments for the ministry
Completion report with regards to Spot check on asset and utilities s of electricity, water,
phone and internet was conducted.
Assets Management
Total number of Ministry active assets as of the reviewed financial year 2018/19 = 4,814;
valued at total amount of $11,743,624.30 as per the Finance One Full Asset Register.
 2% of Total Assets under Ministerial Support
 5% of Total Assets under Policy Advise to Minister (CEO)
 13% of Total Assets under Quarantine Division
 30% of Total Assets under Crops Division
 22% of Total Assets under Livestock Division
 14% of Total Assets under Fisheries Division
 2% of Total Assets under Policy Planning Communication Div
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 12% of Total Assets under CSD (Inclusive of SACEP/ASCD)
Total New Assets procured in FY2018/19 = 124 at the total value of $572,019.53
Total Write off Assets in FY2018/19 = 41 at the value of $292,341.23
Strengthening controls with ongoing sighting of all inventories/consumables and tools
during supplying also registration and labelling before distribution to respective division.
(Including Project & Below line funded items)
2.4.3 Transportation Management & Controls: MAF has a total Fleet of 51:
Land Cruiser Prado
1
Ford Ranger
11
Toyota Hilux D/Cap
20
Mazda D/Cap
2
Hiace Van
5
Suzuki 2 doors
1
Dyna Trucks
2
Heavy Trucks (incl. MSU)
4
Tractors
3
Quad bike
1
Rock Remover
1
Table 8: Total Vehicles written off during FY2018/19 = 3 at total value of $29,100.00
Ford Ranger
Toyota Hilux D/Cap
Suzuki 2 doors



1
1
1

MAF52
MAF04
MAF20

$9,000
$16,100
$4,000

Strengthening controls on refuelling process for all Ministry vehicles are still ongoing with
day to day operation.
The Transport Officer in collaboration with MAF Internal Auditor have conducted and
completed 2 quarterly spot checks for MAF vehicles in compliance with Government
Vehicle Policy & Regulation.
Table 9: Summary of Vehicle Operation Costing for the reviewed FY2018/19:
Motor Vehicles - Repairs & Maintenance
Motor Vehicles - Spare Parts
Fluids
Total Service & Maintenance Cost
Vehicles-Fuel (Min to Min)
Fuel (Third Parties)
Other Fuel
Total Fuel (Petrol & Diesel) Cost

59,894
111,234
19,312
190,440
157,811
24,945
10,446
193,201

Total Vehicle Insurance Cost

86,284

Total Vehicle License Reg Renewal Cost

20,052

Overall Vehicle Operation Costing for FY2018/19 = $ 489,977
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Note:
Pending vehicle payments for MAF53 - $17,254.60, MAF54 - $15,292.00 & MAF14 $5,653.40 were deleted at the end of the reviewed FY due to insufficient funds to pay
invoices, hence outstanding carry forward to FY2019/20.
2.4.4
i.

Annual Initiatives or Events Financial Facilitation & Management
Stimulus Package Pay-out:
 Total of $166,376.40 was paid out in this FY2018/19.
 The payout comprises of the following categories:
 4th pay-out = $152,626.40 for 92 Beneficiaries
 3rd pay-out = $13,750.00 for 32 Beneficiaries
 Total of 124 Farmers were eligible for the above Pay-outs after inspection for the
reviewed financial year.
 Total of 1 was ineligible or disqualified from the Program after FY2018/19 inspections.

ii.

Agriculture Show
Successful completion of the Savaii Agriculture & Fisheries Show was held on 17th to 19th
of October 2018 and Upolu Agriculture & Fisheries Show on 24th to 26th October, 2018:
 Ensuring all the divisional financial needs for preparations were catered for.
 The prize giving finale for both Savaii & Upolu was a success.

Ensure that the Show’s Special Purpose Account is properly reconciled and
accounted for
 Summary:
Total Prizes Savaii & Upolu
Total Prizes Savaii & Upolu
Total Preparation Expenses Savaii & Upolu

= $116,660.00
= $147,729.00
= $250,531.71

TOTAL SPENDING FOR SAVAII & UPOLU

= $514,920.17

iii.

Funding from Overseas Donor Agencies
MAF annual activities were funded under the Government of Samoa budget, with the
exception of donor funded programs for which the Ministry is the implementing agency.
These include:
 ACIAR Projects
 SPC Projects
 SPC-FAO Project
 FFA Projects
 GIZ Project
 CSATAP Phase IV
 SACEP World Bank Project – completed on 31st December 2018.

2.4.5

MAF Approved Estimates
The approved local funding for FY2018/19 of $17.5m consist of $11.3m for Outputs
provided by the Ministry, $3.3m for Third Party Output, $2.9m for Transactions on Behalf
of the State while Cost Recoveries has been slightly raised to $1.75m from $1.73m during
FY2017/18.
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2.4.6 Budget Analysis:
 Actual Spending
MAF had utilised 98% or $17.2m of the approved budget of $17.5m at the end of the
reviewed FY2018/19; 100% utilisation rate of $11.3m for Output provided by the Ministry
funds, 90% utilisation rate of $2.9m for Transactions on Behalf of the State and 100%
utilisation rate of $3.3m for Third Party Output.
A. Outputs Provided by the Ministry:
Of the $11.3m approved budget for Outputs provided by the Ministry, only $0.041m
remained unutilised. The majority were committed as recorded in Table 10 and illustrated in
Figure 9.
Table 10:
Outputs provided by the Ministry
CEO Office
Minister's Office
Quarantine
Crops
Livestock
Fisheries
Policy, Planning, Communication
Central Supporting Unit (Corporate
Service)
TOTAL

Output
Code
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170

Approved
Code
514,331
519,780
1,661,714
3,324,241
1,583,163
2,030,507
568,847

Actual
Expenditure
514,151
524,951
1,672,641
3,309,802
1,574,673
2,004,012
563,756

Variance
to Budget
180
-5,171
-10,927
14,439
8,490
26,495
5,091

1291

1,097,833

1,095,193

2,640

11,300,416

11,259,179

41,237

Figure 9A:

The Outputs overall spending is the result of the 3 major types of expenditures as elaborated
below:
1) Personnel Spending
99% or $8.2m of the $11.3m was appropriated for personnel expenditures. Savings from
personnel were identified from the number of staff turnover were vired or transferred to
cater spending for capital, operational and staff benefits.
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At the end of the reviewed financial year, remaining personnel funds still amounted to
$0.047m as a result of vacant positions and unutilised board, committee and Temporary
allowances. The overspending with Output 1130 derived from salaries overtime.
Figure 9B:

2) Operating Spending
100% or $2.8m of the $11.3m was expended for Operating expenditures. At the end of
FY2018/19; the Ministry had exceeded its actual operating spending from the original
approved budget of $2.1m to $2.8m. The difference of $0.7m was catered from personnel
savings. The overspending operating funds amounted to ($0.006m) at the end of the
reviewed year.
In addition, the overspending with Output 1120 against the revised budget derived from the
Minister overseas travel as per government obligations to fully fund trip for Rome.
Figure 9C:
OPERATING SPENDING TREND FOR FY
2017/18
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3) Capital Spending
The Ministry utilized the available personnel savings to procure critical capital items and to
replace old and obsolete office equipment etc. At the end of the reviewed financial year,
100% or $0.2m of the $0.2m approved appropriation is the worth of office equipment, tools
and furniture procured.
The assistance of external donors through projects under the Ministry allowed for the
procurement of expensive capital items and also from the below line funds for specific
programs and initiatives.
Figure 9D:
CAPITAL SPENDING TREND FOR FY 2018/19

B. Transaction on Behalf of the State
For this category, the original appropriation total is $2.7m in which was revised to $2.9m
during supplementary budget. At the end of the FY2018/19, 90% or $2.6m was utilised as
follows:
i. Membership Fee
In maintaining partnerships with our international counterparts, $0.25m worth of
memberships and subscriptions were renewed for this FY2018/19. In return, the
Ministry had received continuous assistance through implementation of local projects
and staff capacity building locally and internationally.
ii.

Leases
In strengthening of the Ministry’s outreach programs in the rural areas, $0.76m was paid
for renewed land leases except for Poutasi Falealili which is still pending in review
process. On the same note, $0.37m was paid for lease of office premises.

iii.

Ministry Programs
During FY2018/19, $1.6m was expended under this category for the successful
completion of initiatives and programs under the ministry as listed below:
1) MAF Open Day - $0.02m
2) Savaii & Upolu Agriculture and Fishery Show - $0.3m
3) Stimulus Package - $0.2m
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4)
5)
6)
7)

Agriculture Development Project - $0.1m
Coconut Replanting - $0.03m
Rhinoceros Beetle control program - $0.1m
Global Breadfruit Summit - $0.03m

Not included above was the $0.3m for WBDI transferred to the organisation as part of the
ministry’s contribution with the development of organic farming.
C. Cost Recoveries or Revenue
For this category, overall target slightly increase to $1.75m compare to the S1.73 during
FY2017/18, hence $2m was collected and MAF revenue has exceeded its annual target by
16% (Graph 2.3.8Ci). The achievement is from surplus collection by Quarantine, Livestock
and Fisheries. However Crops again did not achieve their target projections for the
reviewed year (Graph 2.3.8Cii); yet an improvement is noted with the collection percentage
compared to the previous financial years.
Graph 2.3.8Ci

MAF total cost recovery collections depended heavily on the demand from the public, mainly
on the services provided and outlined as follows:


High demand for:
 Renewal of License/Permit rendered to the public at Fagalií, Faleolo, Lady Naomi/Apia
Wharf & Matautu-Tai Office.
 Water blast services for standard vehicles, Trucks & Machine rendered to the public.
 Private & Commercial Phytosanitary certificates rendered to the public.
 Fumigation Services rendered to the public.
 Incineration services for aircrafts and vessels..
 CD seedlings and yields rendered to the public.
 Sale of live animals for breeding and consumption.
 Mobile slaughter unit service.
 Vet Services rendered to the public.
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Registration of foreign and local fishing vessels
Royalties from Transhipment fees from International Fishing Vessels

Graph 2.3.7Cii

3.

CHALLENGES
Recruitment and Selection Challenges – only one person deals with RnS at the moment and
due to increase demand from relevant divisions pertaining to their vacant positions hence
the need for an extra personnel to assist in this area of work
Capacity Building Challenges – there is totally a lack of resources to deliver in-house
trainings. Furthermore, current capacity of employees requires upgrading given the high
level of technology nowadays yet lack of financial support to enable employees to attend
relevant trainings relating to their field of work (for instance: Finance personnel – TAFE
provides trainings and short courses yet individuals has to pay for their own to attend)
Performance Appraisal Challenges – takes up a lot of time and there is lack of knowledge
(especially for supervisors) in this area.
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